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ABSTRACT
Title: A case study of five bilingual individuals
Author: Elmas Açıkgöz
Thesis Chairperson: Dr. Teri S. Haas, Bilkent University,
MA TEFL Program.
Thesis Committee Members: Dr. Phyllis L. Lim,
Ms. Susan D. Bosher, Bilkent 
University, MA TEFL Program.
This study attempted to investigate the language use 
and cultural identity of bilingual second-generation 
re-migrated Turks. The research questions addressed how 
these individuals use both languages, how important both 
languages are for their social/cultural identity, and how 
they manage their dual cultural/ethnic identities in a 
monolingual/monocultural society'', such as Turkey.
Five people participated in this study, all of whom 
spent at least 13 years in Germany, four of whom were born 
in Germany, and four of whom returned to Turkey between the 
ages 12-17. Participants were selected based on their self- 
assessment as a bilingual.
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews, 
observations, and questionnaires, in order to be able to 
triangulate the data. In the interviews, data were obtained 
about the participants' general background, experiences, 
attitudes, opinions, language use, and cultural identity 
issues. The purpose of the observations was to obtain data 
about participants' language use, specifically code­
switching, in a variety of settings. The questionnaire
assessed the subjects' degree of acculturation towards both 
Turkish and German cultures, in terms of their language use, 
social contact, behaviour, values, attitudes, and ethnic 
self-identification.
Results of the study indicate several general themes 
regarding language use, cultural identity, and the 
relationship between language and culture across the five 
subjects. All five participants considered themselves 
bicultural and bilingual. Although German was their 
dominant language in their early years, they now consider 
the Turkish language as more useful in Turkey, as it is an 
essential tool for communication. However, among their 
Turkish friends fr6m Germany they continue using the German 
language, so they will not forget it. If they forget the 
German language, they are concerned they will lose a part of 
their identity.
There are also many ways which these individuals still 
identify with the German culture, particularly their 
attitudes and values. However, they have also become more 
or less adjusted to living in Turkey, and do not feel they 
would fit in or feel comfortable living in Germany anymore. 
All of them had great difficulty adjusting to life in Turkey 
when they first came. The Turkish language was a major 
problem for them, as well as the educational system, the 
lifestyle, the mentality of the people, and the nature of 
friendships.
Regarding ethnic self-identification, one male and two 
female participants identified themselves as Turkish. The 
other two males identified themselves as Turkish-German and 
German-Turkish.
All of them stated that a bilingual person is also 
bicultural, as the language reflects automatically the 
culture. Even though they feel themselves comfortable in 
the German language and can express themselves better in it 
than the Turkish language, they reported that they are 
equally comfortable with both languages and cultures.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Problem
Bilinaualitv is the psychological state of an 
individual who has access to more than one linguistic code 
as a means of social communication. The degree of access 
varies along a number of dimensions, which are 
psychological, social, sociological, sociocultural, and 
linguistic (Hamers & Blanc, 1989) . The practice of using 
two languages in turn is called bilingualism, and the person 
who performs, a bilingual.
There are various conditions under which children can 
become bilingual. Children can learn both languages at the 
same time in the home; the second language can be learned 
through submersion in a foreign culture (this is the way 
second generation Turks have become bilingual in Europe); or 
the second language can be learned through immersion in 
foreign language classrooms within the majority language 
environment (Bialystok, 1991) .
Bilinguals are different from monolinguals in terms of 
their cultural identity (Hoffmann, 1991). Bilinguals may 
identify positively with the two cultural groups whose 
languages they speak and be recognized by each group as a 
member; in this case, they are also bicultural. Bilingual 
development can also lead persons to disown the cultural 
identity of their mother-tongue group and adopt that of the
second-language group, in which case they will become a 
second language (L2) acculturated bilingual (Clyne, 1967). 
Sometimes, however, the bilingual may give up his own 
cultural identity, but at the same time fail to identify 
with the L2 cultural group and as a result become anomic and 
deculturated (Berry 1980, cited in Hamers, 1989) . Anomie 
refers to feelings of rootlessness, social isolation, and 
personal disorientation, experienced by those who are in the 
process of moving from one social class to another (Hamers & 
Blanc, 1989). This term is also used in second language 
acquisition (SLA) to refer to feelings of cultural 
displacement as one becomes more proficient in the target 
language (Lambert, 1974). Déculturation is another term 
used to refer to cultural maladjustment; in this case, the 
individual loses identification with both the native and the 
hoşt cultures (Hamers & Blanc, 1989).
Language is an important part of culture. Tylor (1873) 
defined culture as follows: "It is a complex entity which 
incorporates a set of symbolic systems, including Itnowledge, 
norms, values, beliefs, language, art and customs, as well 
as habits and skills learned by individuals as members of a 
given society" (cited in Hamers & Blanc, 1989). Because 
language is an important component of culture, it is a 
salient feature of an individual's social/cultural identity, 
while at the same time is a socio/cultural symbol of group
membership in settings where cultures come into contact.
Language is used as a communicative tool; bilinguals 
use both languages to communicate in different social 
settings. The individual's communicative styles vary within 
more general cultural styles and patterns of communication 
of a given language. These differences of style are present 
in the code-switching behaviour among bilinguals (Hoffmann, 
1991). Research suggests that individuals engaged in code­
switching can be viewed as intentionally switching codes for 
the purpose of effective communication, to get to a point, 
or to serve a social interactive function.
One way populations speaking different languages come 
into contact with one another is through large-scale 
migration. Interactions occur, and, depending on a variety 
of factors, one or more of the populations in question may 
become bilingual. A large number of Turks migrated tc 
Germany and Holland in the 1960's for political and sccio- 
economic reasons. ^TMost Turks, who originally went for a 
limited period of time, have stayed on. The migrants' 
children live in an environment where they are surrounded by 
two languages and two cultures, and need to have access to 
both. For various reasons a, minority of the Turkish 
immigrants have returned to Turkey. The children of these 
families are mostly bilingual and bicultural. If 
bilingualism and biculturalism are established successfully.
then these children's integration into the host country, or 
into that of their parents' home countries (should the 
family remigrate) may be ensured (Hoffmann, 1991).
For second-generation Turlcs who have returned to their 
parents' native land, there are both advantages and 
disadvantages of their bilingualism/biculturalism, 
Bilinguals may have cognitive advantages; this means, they 
may be more creative than monolinguals and they may have a 
greater ability to reorganize given information. These 
ideas are supported by research. A number of studies 
(Babu, 1984; Ben-zeev, 1972; Mohanty & Babu, 1983; Okoh, 
1980; Pattnaik & Mohanty, 1984, cited in Hamers & Blanc,^ 
1989) report bilinguals are superior in a variety of verbal 
tasks: "Analytic processing of verbal input; verbal
creativity; awareness of the arbitrariness of language and 
of the relation between words, referent and meaning; and 
perception of linguistic ambiguity" (p. 50).
Most of the disadvantages associated with bilingualism 
are social or cultural, that is, problems caused by a 
hostile or discriminating attitude of the majority group in 
a society towards minority groups of a different linguistic 
and cultural background. Other disadvantages include the 
conflict children face, because they are expected to live in 
one culture at home and in another in the world outside 
(Saunders, 1988) . Another disadvantage is that children
from different cultural backgrounds and poorer socio­
economic conditions, may perform linguistically and 
cognitively at a lower level than monolinguals (Saunders, 
1988), if the larger society or educational system does not 
validate or support the children's linguistic and cultural 
background.
Purpose and Significance of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
language use and cultural identity of second-generation 
re-migrated Turks currently living in Ankara, as this is a 
bilingual/bicultural population that has received relatively 
little attention. According to an article'' in the Turkish 
Daily News (Erdem, September 30, 1993), about 800 children 
returned from Germany in 1992 to Turkey and every year more 
children of Turkish families living in Germany and other 
foreign countries return to Turkey to go to school. These 
children face huge problems adapting to life in their 
parents' homeland, including social, language, and education 
problems, for which there are few resources to help with the 
adaptation process. Most of these children shuttle between 
two countries and feel psychologically trapped between two 
cultures. The results of this study should be of interest 
to second-generation bilingual Turks who have re-migrated to 
Turkey, and to interested professionals in the field of 
biculturalism and bilingualism.
Research Questions
The following questions will be addressed in this 
study:
1. How do bilingual second generation children of 
Turkish immigrants who have re-migrated back to Turkey use 
both languages?
2. How important are both languages in these 
bilinguals' social/cultural identity?
3. How do these bilinguals manage their dual 
cultural/ethnic identities in a monolingual/monocultural 
society, such as Turkey?
Definition of Terms
The following definitions aire taken verbatim from Hamers and 
Blanc (1989, p. 264).
Bicultural(ism): The state of an individual or group 
who identifies with more than one culture.
Bicultural bilingual: An individual who has native 
competence in two languages, identifies with both cultural 
groups, and is perceived by each group as one of them.
Bilingual: An individual who has access to two or more
distinct linguistic codes.
Bilingualism: The state of an individual or a
community characterized by the simultaneous presence of two 
languages.
Bilinqualitv: The psychological state of the
individual who has access to more than one linguistic code 
as a means of social communication; this access varies along 
a number of dimensions.
Code-Switching : A bilingual communication strategy 
consisting of the alternate use of two languages in the same 
utterance, even within the same sentence; it differs from 
code-mixing in the sense that there is no base language.
A distinction is made between competent and incompetent 
code-switching.
Cultural/Ethnic Identity: At the individual level, the 
psychological inechanism by which a child develops the 
dimension of his personality pertaining to his membership of 
a cultural or ethnic group.
In addition, the following definitions of processes of 
acculturation are included in this list of key terms, taken 
from Berry (1980).
Assimilation : Adaptation process, in which the 
individual gives up his or her own lifestyle and values and 
adopts those of the majority culture.
Separation : Isolation from majority culture.
Marginalization : Alienation from both the native and 
the host culture.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim in this literature review is to discuss 
different aspects of bilingualism and biculturalism, and 
issues regarding bilinguals who were raised outside their 
native country. I will especially focus on how adult 
bilinguals use both languages and on how they manage their 
dual cultural identities. Finally, I will discuss any 
studies which have been done that are similar to the study I 
am doing about second-generation adult Turkish bilinguals.
What is Bilingualism?
Bilingualism is a multi-faceted phenomenon. Whether 
"■one is considering it at a societal or an individual level, 
one has to accept that there are no clear cut-off points 
regarding bilingual proficiency. According to Hamers and 
Blanc (1989), bilingualism is the individual's capacity to 
speak a second language while following the concepts and 
structures of that language, rather than paraphrasing his or 
her mother tongue.
Bilinguals differ from monolinguals in that they use 
two different linguistic codes, and in that they may have 
access to two different cultures. Just like monolinguals, 
they use language in order to communicate and socialize, 
that is, in order to function as members of a social group. 
Whether their tool is one language or two, or a sign 
language, does not make any difference (Hamers & Blanc,
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1989).
When more than one culture and/or language are in 
contact in the same society, culture and language are not 
isomorphicallv distributed (isomorphic means having similar 
or identical structure or form). In addition, to the extent 
that language is a component of culture, members of a 
society who do not share the same language do not share all 
meanings and behavior of that society (Hamers & Blanc,
1989) .
Ethnic identity is determined by a multiplicity of 
factors such as language, religion and education; the 
relative importance of these factors varies from group to 
group (Saunders, 1988). When language is the core value of 
a cultural group, it may be an important factor in 
determining the members' cultural or ethnic identity 
(Saunders, 1988).
Bilingualism and Biculturalism
The relationships among bilinguality, language choice, 
and cultural identity in the bilingual are very complex and 
depend on multiple factors. The development of cultural 
identity results from psychological as well as sociological 
factors (Hoffmann, 1991). Cultural identity, like language 
development, is a consequence of the socialization process a 
child undergoes (Hoffmann, 1991). It is a dynamic mechanism 
developed by the child, and can be modified by social and
psychological events throughout the individual's life. The 
relationship between bilinguality and cultural identity is 
mutual: bilinguality influences the development of cultural
identity, which in turn influences the development of 
bilinguality (Hamers & Blanc, 1989). As a matter of fact, a 
bilingual child does not develop two cultural identities, 
but integrates both cultures into one unique identity 
(Hamers & Blanc, 1989).
Culture is the way of life of a people or society, 
including its rules of behavior; its economic, social, and 
political systems; its language; its religious beliefs; its 
laws; and so on (Grosjean, 1982) . Culture is acquired, 
socially transmitted, and communicated in large part by 
language. Biculturalism, the coexistence or combination of 
two distinct cultures, is a highly complex subject.
Although it has been studied by relatively few researchers, 
especially when linked to bilingualism, many bilinguals are 
aware that in some sense or other they are also bicultural, 
and that biculturalism affects their lives (Grosjean, 1982) .
Cultures, like languages, come into contact in many 
different ways. One of the most common is when people move 
from one country to another and overnight are confronted 
with the task of surviving in a very different world 
(Hoffmann, 1991). Unlike bilingualism, where the two 
languages can be kept separate, biculturalism does not
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usually involve keeping two cultures and two individual 
behaviors separate. Many people in contact with two 
cultures may at first seek to belong solely to one or the 
other, but with time they realize that they are most at ease 
with people who share their bicultural experience (Grosjean, 
1982) .
Just as bilingualism suggests the use of two languages, 
biculturalism suggests the awareness and appropriate usage 
of two cultures. However, we may be able to keep two 
linguistic systems apart, but is it so easy keeping two 
cultural systems apart without mixing them? Paulston (1974) 
argues: "It is easier to keep one's linguistic codes 
separate than one's social codes as one often is not aware 
of the social codes on a conscious level until they are 
violated. It is much easier in this sense to be bilingual 
than bicultural" (p. 356).
Being bilingual does not necessarily make a person 
automatically bicultural. Oksaar argues that "the 
multiculturalism of a person is realized in his ability to 
act here and now according to the requirements of and rules 
of a culture" (p. 20). In fact, sometimes a monolingual can 
be bicultural "in that they share the beliefs, attitudes and 
habits of two (at times overlapping) cultures" (Grosjean, 
1982, p.157).
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When the differences between cultures are vast, it is 
more difficult for bilinguals to be totally bicultural. Or 
it may affect the rate at which a person becomes bicultural. 
Despite arguments that not all bilinguals are bicultural, 
bilinguals may show varying degrees of biculturalism, as 
they show varying degrees of bilingualism. Beardsmore has 
captured this subtlety in the quote (cited in Hoffman,
1991) : "The further one progresses in bilingual ability, 
the more important the bicultural element becomes, since 
higher proficiency increases the expectancy rate of 
sensitivity towards the cultural implications of language 
use" (p. 31) . '
Children and Biculturalism
Adjustment to two cultures can be especially difficult 
for the children of immigrants. Vulnerable to peer and 
outside influences, they may find themselves in the 
difficult situation of not being able to assume both 
cultures. Ervin-Tripp states that "the need for absolute 
identity with peers in such domains as values, attitudes, 
language, clothes, and leisure, along with the fear of 
ridicule, may lead to a state of conflict between the home 
and the outside society" (cited in Hamers & Blanc, 1989, p. 
123) . Although the parents of these children are, to some 
extent at least, slowly becoming bicultural, they are still 
very different from the parents of the majority group: They
12
speak the majority language less well, and they are less 
familiar with the children's school and cultural 
environment. In addition, their values and customs may be 
completely at odds with those of the majority group (Hamers 
& Blanc, 1989).
Origins of Bilingualism
All over the world, there is a great deal of mobility 
domestically and internationally. Consequently, people, 
languages, and, moreover, cultures come into contact with 
each other. The result of this contact plays an influential 
role in the individual's desire to communicate in more than 
one language. Today, a large percentage of the world's 
population are bilingual, and in fact, many are 
multilingual. Bilinguals or multilinguals are not just 
found in countries that are officially multilingual 
countries. They are found in countries that are bilingual 
as well as monolingual. With so many people interacting in 
more than one language, the phenomenon of bilingualism is an 
exceptionally important aspect of linguistics and it may be 
realized as the "norm rather than the exception" (Saunders, 
1988, p. 1).
There are ample reasons why bilingualism comes into 
existence in a particular society. Hoffman (1991) states 
several reasons for the formation of bilingualism present in 
the world today (quoted from Hoffmann, 1991) :
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1. Immicrration : People leaving their homes to settle 
in another country permanently.
2. Migration : People leaving their homes temporarily 
to live in another country.
3. Close contact with other linguistic groups: Mainly 
occurring in multilingual states.
4. Schooling: The educational system can foster 
bilingualism, as in the case of the French immersion courses 
in Canadian schools designed for English-speaking children.
5. Growing UP  in a bilingual family: At the family 
level there are many different strategies to choose from for 
bringing children u^ bilingually (p. 40).
For example, Turkey is officially a monolingual nation, 
but it promotes bilingualism through its educational system, 
and Turkey accommodates people from different nations that 
possess different languages, such as Jews, Kurds, and 
Armenians. As a result, it can not evade the influence of 
bilingualism. Moreover, there are greater educational and 
occupational prospects for those who are bilinguals rather 
than monolinguals. However, it is English which has the 
greatest weight over all the other foreign languages.
14
Historical Perspectives on Bilingualism 
People have various attitudes and opinions about 
individuals or groups who are different from them. This 
reaction may be also reflected in their attitude towards 
other languages; their attitude toward bilingualism may be 
tinged with prejudice. Throughout this century, there has 
been controversy as to whether bilingualism is an advantage 
or disadvantage. Actually, during the first half of this 
century, the dominant view was that bilingualism has 
detrimental effects (Hoffmann, 1991) . For instance, 
linguists, doctors, and sociologists in the first third of 
the twentieth century believed bilingualism had negative 
effects, such as left-handedness, stuttering, intellectual 
or moral inferiority, and social marginality (Hoffman,
1991). These are heavy accusations which the researchers 
can not ignore.
Weisberger claimed that the intelligence of a whole 
ethnic group could be impaired through bilingualism, (cited 
in Saunders, 1988) while Reynold argued that intelligence 
leads to language-mixing and confusion, which in turn 
results in "the reduction in the ability to think and act 
precisely, a decrease in intelligence and increase in mental 
lethargy and reduced self discipline" (cited in Saunders, 
1988, p. 14).
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These harsh arguments were not all supported by 
empirical findings, and, sometimes, prejudice against the 
minority group and its language influenced the research and 
its findings. Baker neatly sums up the research carried out 
in this century by dividing it up into three overlapping 
periods (cited in Hoffman, 1991) :
1. Period of "detrimental effects": This is the 
period between the 19th and early 20th century.
Philosophers, educators, and philogists stressed the adverse 
effects of bilingualism on the individual's cognitive 
development. These claims were not based on empirical 
research. Mainly IQ tests on bilinguals, who were having 
difficulty learning English were used to support these 
beliefs. These tests are considered invalid today.
2. Period of "neutral effects": This period overlaps 
with the periods of detrimental and additive effects. This 
period produced various reviews of research on 
bilingualism. Both positive and negative aspects of 
bilingualism were taken into consideration.
In sum, bilingualism does not affect intelligence, but many 
bilinguals possess an imperfect knowledge of the L2.
3) Period of "additive effects": During this period, 
investigators began revealing the positive effects of 
bilingualism through research. One of the prominent 
arguments was made by Peal and Lambert. They studied the
16
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effects of bilingualism on the intellectual functioning of 
1 0-year-old children and observed that bilinguals scored 
higher on both verbal and non-verbal measurements of 
intelligence than monolinguals.
In the early part of the 20'^ ’^ century, bilingualism was 
seen as the main reason for underachievement at school and 
on intelligence tests. Bilinguals also showed an inability 
to assimilate into the "mainstream society" (Hoffman, 1991) 
However, there are actually social causes for such negative 
effects, such as negative attitudes towards different 
groups, prejudice, social competition, and lack of 
congruency linguistically and culturally among groups.
In 1977, Segalowitz made important suggestions that a 
bilingual's verbal and cultural background is richer than a 
monolingual's, and results in various cognitive advantages, 
(quoted from Saunders, 1988):
1. Earlier and greater awareness of the arbitrariness 
of language.
2. Earlier separation of meaning from sound.
3. Greater adeptness at· evaluating non-empirical 
contradictory statements.
4. Greater adeptness at creative thinking.
5. Greater adeptness at divergent thinking.
6 . Greater linguistic and cognitive creativity.
7. Greater social sensitivity.
8. Greater facility at concept formation (p. 17).
Bilingualism and Communicative Competence
Language does not merely consist of linguistic elements 
of sounds, words, and sentences; it is a basic tool for 
communication as well as socialization. Furthermore, it is 
more effective to learn a language in a social and cultural 
context. In this way, the learner will exercise greater 
adeptness in communicating appropriate and meaningful 
messages (Grosjean, 1982).
The amount of language input bilinguals receive will 
also be influential in their command of the languages. Many 
studies have been conducted to evaluate the development of a 
language or languages in bilinguals. Hanne Kraven (1992), 
in his article "Erosion of a Language in Bilingual 
Development", studied his own six-year-old child, a Finnish- 
English bilingual living in the U.S.. His mother spoke to 
him in Finnish, but Kraven spoke to him in English. He 
found that the language development of his son's Finnish 
stagnated and this was due to the lack of a broader Finnish 
context or greater Finnish input.
Similar studies were also conducted by Oktem and Oktem 
(1986) in Germany, and by Boeschoten and Verhoeven in the 
Netherlands (1991) on Turkish children. Boeschoten and 
Verhoeven tested lexical, morphosyntactic and pragmatic 
abilities of four- to eight-year old Turkish children in the
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Netherlands and five- to seven-year-old children in Turkey. 
They found that the acquisition of Turkish stagnated in 
children of Turkish migrants in some structural domains due 
to the fact that they have restricted first language input, 
and are acquiring Turkish while being submersed in a second 
language context (Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1991). For 
example, some children often constructed wh-questions with 
neyi "what" instead of niye "why" questions. The verb forms 
mak icin ("to" infinitive) and -Dığı için (gerund) are 
almost completely lacking. Nevertheless, it was observed 
that there were not any attritions in the Turkish lexical 
items for these children in the Netherlands, but the4r 
language ability was developing slower when compared to 
their monolingual peers in Turkey (Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 
1991).
Language input is vital, but language also carries the 
community's social and cultural implications. Goodenough 
makes a vital point about a society's culture (cited in 
Wolfson, 1989): "A society's culture consists of whatever 
it is one has to know or believe in order to operate in a 
manner acceptable to its members, and do so in any role that 
they accept for anyone of themselves". Goodenough stresses 
that language can be defined in precisely the same way and 
"in this sense, a society's language is an aspect of its 
culture" (Wolfson, 1989).
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There are rules of speaking in all speech communities, 
which depend on linguistic, social, and cultural factors. 
Linguistic competence alone is not sufficient for language 
comprehension and production, and even acquisition. What 
Hymes calls communicative competence (cited in Hamers & 
Blanc, 1989) and what Paulston defines as "knowledge of the 
rules for understanding and producing both referential and 
the social meaning of language" (p. 347) complements 
linguistic competence in the appropriate use of language 
(cited in Hamers & Blanc, 1989) .
Code-Switching in Bilinguals
The most general description of c6de-switching is that 
it involves the alternate use of two languages or linguistic 
varieties within the same utterance or during the same 
conversation. In the case of bilinguals speaking to each 
other, switching can consist of changing languages; in that 
of monolinguals, shifts of style. McLaughlin emphasizes the 
distinction between mixing and switching by referring to 
code-switches as language changes occurring across phrase or 
sentence boundaries, whereas code-mixes take place within 
sentences and usually involve cases of single-word 
switches/mixes (cited in Hoffmann, 1991) .
As the term implies, code-switching is the bilingual's 
ability to switch from one language to another for a part of 
a sentence or sentences. It can not merely be viewed as
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interference or borrowing from another language because 
borrowing from another language does not result in a change 
in the base language. For instance, borrowed words do not
undergo morphological or phonological changes (Hoffmann, 
1991) .
Code-switching should also not be regarded as imperfect 
knowledge or acquisition of a language, or laziness to 
recall a notion (or word) in the language being used, even 
though these may be reasons for the utilization of more than 
one language in a particular speech event. It is a highly
complex behavior in bilinguals which "requires sophisticated 
knowledge of both languages and acute awareness of community 
norms" (Wardhaugh, 1986, p. 104). In fact, code-switching 
is "potentially the most creative aspect of bilingual 
speech" (Hoffman, 1991, p. 109).
Types of Code-Switching
Researchers have been especially interested in the 
types of code-switching that occur. There are generally two 
types: situational code-switching and metaphorical code­
switching (Saville-Troike, 1989). Situational code- 
switching is language change due to topic or participant 
change. Metaphorical code-switching adds meaning to such 
factors as role-relationships within a single situation. 
Since language also displays group identification, such 
qualities can be put forward through the choice of code.
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One illustrative example is an event at the border between 
India and Nepal (Saville-Troike, 1989) . A woman was stopped 
for carrying too much tea and threatened with a fine.
First, she used Nepali, the official language, to make an 
appeal to law. When she inferred from the border guard's 
speech that he was a native speaker of Newari, she switched 
to Newari. This switch displayed that she had common ethnic 
identity and it was also an appeal to solidarity. Finally, 
she switched to English to indicate that she belonged to an 
educated class in society with no intention of being 
corrupt. Such code-switching allowed her to pass without 
paying a fine (Saville-Troike, 1989) .
Constraints in Code-Switching
Code-switching does not occur randomly. There are 
certain constraints that could inhibit the switch from 
taking place. For instance, there must be certain 
characteristics shared by the language systems of both 
languages for appropriate switching to occur. Poplack 
(cited in Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1991) claims there are two 
general constraint rules, in the following quote:
1. Free morpheme constraint which states that a switch 
can not occur between a lexical form and a bound
morpheme unless the lexical form has been adapted 
to the phonology of the other language.
2. The equivalence constraint which states that the
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word order immediately before or after the 
switching point should be present in both languages 
for a switch to be made (p. 143).
Sociolinauistic Variables and Code-Switching
Usually, bilinguals are unaware that they are code- 
switching because they are mainly concentrating on the 
communicative effect of their words in the situation that 
they are in. Consequently, there are sociolinguistic and 
even psycholinguistic variables that affect the code­
switching of bilinguals. Because the emphasis is on 
communication, bilinguals may resort to code-switching to 
use the language that would best express a particular 
notion. For instance, there are certain words, phrases, or 
sentences that can not be translated from one language to 
another which would "lose their cultural meaning and flavor 
when translated" (Cheng & Butler, 1989, p. 298). For 
example, in Turkish^, the phrases Başın Sağ Olsun, Geçmiş 
Olsun, Afiyet Olsun, inşallah and Maşallah would be 
difficult to translate into another language without losing 
their cultural meaning as well.
There are many reasons why a bilingual may choose to 
code-switch. Cheng and Butler (1989) state that code-
 ^Note. The English translations for the Turkish phrases 
are as follows: Başın Sağ Olsun = Condolences; Geçmiş Olsun = 
Get Well Soon; Afiyet Olsun = Bon Appetit; inşallah = God 
willing; Maşallah = May God Protect You.
switching could occur for "more effective communication, 
expediency and economy of expression, availability of 
repertoire, or situational triggers" (p. 297). These 
triggers are interesting because some words or ideas in a 
language may cause the flow of speech to continue in the 
other language.
The social norms or rules which govern language usage, 
seem to function much like grammatical rules. They form 
part of the underlying knowledge which speakers use to 
convey meaning. Selection among linguistic alternants is 
automatic, not readily subject to conscious recall (Gumperz, 
1982). Rather than claiming that speakers use language in 
response to a fixed, predetermined set of prescriptions, it 
is more reasonable to assume that they build on their own 
and their audience's abstract understanding of situational 
norms, to communicate metaphoric information about how they 
intend their words to be understood (Gumperz, 1982).
Bilinguals can be seen to code-switch at different ages 
and levels of linguistic proficiency. McClure explains that 
children use various types of code-switching depending on 
their age. Younger children were observed to use English 
nouns in Spanish, whereas older children switched at the 
phrase and sentence level from English to Spanish, due to 
personal and situational factors (cited in Hoffman, 1991), 
suggesting that a certain linguistic level also has to be
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reached for more complex switching to occur.
Hoffman (1991) argues that code-switching mainly occurs 
in informal conversation because the speakers may share 
educational, socio-economic, or ethnic backgrounds. On the 
other hand, there would be little code-switching in formal 
speech between speakers who share little in common.
Moreover, the influence of formality, prestige, or language 
loyalty may prevent a person from code-switching in some 
situations (Hoffmann, 1991).
Choice of Code in Bilinguals
Code-switching reveals social and cultural factors in 
bilingual interaction (Hoffmann, 1991). While monolinguals 
have one linguistic code at their disposal, bilinguals have 
the option of two. Since it is generally accepted that 
code-switching is complex linguistic behavior, the choice of 
code will naturally affect the content of the message. 
Furthermore, code and message go hand in hand (Hoffmann,
1991) .
Due to the fact that people's opinions of other groups 
of people also affect their attitudes toward the language 
they use, there is inevitably a relationship between 
identity and language (Grosjean, 1982). This relationship 
is actually bidirectional and depends on the closeness or 
distance of the relationship between the groups. As a 
result, some people may consider some languages
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"unacceptable," "unpleasant," or "derogatory," while other 
languages can be considered "beautiful," "pleasant," or 
"scholarly". It can be stated that the code we utilize not 
only reveals personal identity, but national and even 
political identity as well. It shows how we are viewed or 
how we wish to be viewed (Grosjean, 1982).
The following diagram illustrates the four-way choice 
that bilinguals rely on in using both languages.
Bilingual speaking to:
with without
J <C^S c-*s
with without
cJs c^s
Figure 1
Language Choice and Code-Switchincr
Note. From An Introduction to Bilingualism. (p. 117) by 
Hoffmann, C. 1991, New York, Longman.
C-S = Code-Switching
As shown in Figure 1, some situations can be carried 
out in either code, but the choice of a certain code will
affect the impact of the communication. There could be 
social or cultural values which account for such a choice, 
in addition to the following situational characteristics 
(quoted from Hoffmann, 1991):
1. The setting--or domain- the time, place and 
situation of the interaction.
2. The participants - the features relating to 
participants' age, sex, socio-economic status, 
occupation etc.
3. The topic of conversation - participants' language 
selection will become strongly affected by the
topic of the conversation or language use.
4. The function of the interaction - greeting, 
apologizing, leaving, etc. (p. 89).
Social factors such as domain, situation, social network, 
and role-relationships all contribute to choosing the code 
and to code-switching across languages.
Code-Switching as a Communicative Strategy
Considering the fact that code-switching is not an 
easily dismissable topic in bilingualism, it should be 
examined. Code-switching is a device used by bilinguals for 
the sake of producing effective communication. It "is the 
integration of linguistic, cognitive, social and cultural 
competence. In other words, it is the ability to say the 
right thing to the right person at the right place and time"
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(Cheng & Butler, 1989, p. 296) . Code - switching can 
"maximize communication" and "strengthen the content of the 
message" considering it is not overused (Cheng & Butler, 
1989, p. 293) .
Conversational functions of code-switching include the 
following (quoted from Gumperz, 1982):
1· Quotations : Direct quotations or as reported 
speech.
2. Addressee Specification: Code-switching serves to 
direct the message to the other addressees.
3. Interjections : Code-switching serves to make an 
interjection or sentence filter.
4. Reiteration : The code is repeated in the other 
language in a modified way to clarify what is said.
5. Message Qualification: Code-switching serves to 
qualify the constructions such as sentence and verb 
complements or predicates following a copula.
6. Personalization versus Objectivism: Tay (1992) 
believes this is the most useful category because
it focuses on the communicative rather than the 
purely formal aspect of code-switching. It 
involves the degree the speaker is actually 
involved in or distant from the message (p. 80).
There are a variety of functions code-switching may 
serve within a speech community, including the following
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(quoted from Saville-Troike, 1989) :
1. Group or ethnic identification, solidarity, 
distancing and redefinement of a situation.
2. Softening or strengthening a request or command; 
intensifying or eliminating ambiguity.
3. Humorous effect or displaying a derogatory comment 
not to be taken so seriously.
4. Making an ideological statement.
5. The desired lexical item is only known in one 
language or the formulaic expression can not be 
satisfactorily translated.
6. Excluding other people from conversation.
7. An avoidance strategy. For instance, if forms are 
not completely learnt in one of the languages or to
show or not show social status.
8. Repair strategy. For instance, when an 
inappropriate code is used (pp. 68-70).
Studies of Code-Switching and Code-Mixing in Turkish 
Children in Europe
With the large number of migrated workers in Germany 
and other European countries, special interest in bilingual 
matters such as first and second language acquisition, 
language change and shift, code-switching, and so forth has 
increased, both from a sociolinguistic, as well as from a 
psycholinguistic perspective. One minority which forms a
majority of migrant workers in Europe are Turks. 
Consequently, many linguists have chosen this group as a 
subjects in their studies.
One such person is Carol Pfaff. Pfaff and Savas 
describe two projects conducted on Turkish-German bilingual 
children in Berlin about their language development in a 
bilingual setting (cited in Koç, 1988). The Ekmaus Study 
was a cross-sectional study investigating the speech of 
bilingual children aged 5-12 and having varying degrees of 
contact with the German language. On the other hand. The 
Kita Project investigated younger children attending a 
b''ilingual day care center in Berlin, attended by Turkish, 
German, and children of mixed marriages aged 1-6.
Although many aspects of the language were observed, 
code-switching and mixing were found to be a consequence of 
the children's language repertoire. For instance, mixing 
done by the Kita children was not random and it was in the 
direction of mixing elements of Turkish, which was their 
socially dominant language. The Ekmaus children all mixed 
German nouns with Turkish case inflections into Turkish.
This kind of mixing was observed to be lower in the Kita 
children, but it was also dependent on the amount of contact 
they had with the German language (Pfaff & Savas, cited in 
Koç, 1988).
In general, it was found that German elements were
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mixed into Turkish. This mixing was dependent on age, the 
extent of contact with Germans, and the amount of knowledge 
they had of German. Because of the typological differences 
between the two languages, mixing/switching from German to 
Turkish is more constrained than genetically- and 
typologically-related languages such as English and Swedish 
(Pfaff Sc Savas, cited in Koç, 1988) .
Berber (cited in Boeschoten Sc Verhoeven, 1991) also 
studied the occurrence of code-switching in the speech of 
Turkish children in Germany. He examined code-switching 
according to the participants in the conversation and 
discovered that depending on the participants in the 
conversation, both Turkish and German could fulfill the role 
of the intimate language.
Another valuable study was conducted by Boeschoten and 
Verhoeven (1991) in the Netherlands. They revealed code- 
switching in Turkish-Dutch bilingual children aged 4-8.
They found that the incorporation of Dutch occurred in about 
one percent of the children's speech. Seventy-two percent 
occurred in nouns, 9% in adjectives, 3% in conjunctions, and 
3% in interjections.
There were also other factors that influenced code­
switching. Boeschoten and Verhoeven (1991) discovered that 
the topic also affected the mixing types. The highest 
incidence occurred in the structured interview about
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sociocultural life in the Netherlands. A lesser degree of 
code-switching occurred in a picture description of a 
Turkish market place normally dealt with in the family 
circle between Turks, and the lowest incident occurred in a 
picture of Turkish family life.
In conclusion, code-switching obeys strict structural 
and grammatical rules which allow a switch to take place.
It is not a deficiency as claimed by some, but it requires 
competence in both languages. Although, the rapidity and 
automaticity with which the alternations take place often 
give the impression that the speaker lacks control of the 
structural systems of the two languages and mixes them 
indiscriminantly, quite the contrary is true. Code­
switching is mostly engaged in by those bilingual speakers 
who are the most proficient in both languages (Dulay, Burt & 
Krashen, 1982).
Oksaar argues that "the multiculturalism of a person is 
realized in his ability to act here and now according to the 
requirements of and rules of a culture" (cited in Hoffmann, 
1991, p. 20). She states that, in the case of immigrants, 
the two languages usually fulfil different roles and 
functions, their distribution being decided by a number of 
social and psychological factors. The mother tongue belongs 
to the individual sphere and the language of the host 
country to the official and sociocultural one. But, she
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argues, these relations can change, and the distribution of 
LI and L2 in relation to the cultural spheres may be 
important criteria for the immigrant's degree of 
assimilation or isolation in the host country (cited in 
Hoffmann, 1991).
The distribution of the two languages and cultural 
spheres will not necessarily be the same for all the members 
of the same family. Parents may be witness of how the 
culture of the country of residence begins to dominate their 
children's individual sphere and how they increasingly 
regard the culture(s) of the parents as something that 
belongs to a different sociocultural environment. This can 
lead to conflicts which are, potentially, much more 
frustrating than they would probably be if they were caused 
by language use only (Grosjean, 1982).
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Conclusion
Bilingualism and biculturalism are complex phenomena, 
which in general have not received much attention.
Some studies have been conducted on the code - switching of 
bilingual children, but very few on bilingual adults, 
particularly second-generation immigrants. Issues 
concerning the cultural identities of second-generation 
immigrants and the role of both languages in their sense of 
identity, particularly when they return to their homeland 
have not been studied at all. With this study, the 
researcher hopes to contribute to the field of bilingualism 
and biculturalism, and to a greater awareness ’-of the special 
needs of the population of second-generation re-migrated 
Turks in Turkey.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
This study is a case study in which five bilingual 
Turkish individuals who re-migrated to Turkey as young 
adults were interviewed and observed to find out about their 
cultural identities in a monocultural society and how they 
use both languages. These five persons were chosen because 
they are adults, bilingual, and bicultural. The data 
gathered in this study was analyzed using primarily 
qualitative techniques. Supporting data was gathered 
through a questionnaire, which was analyzed using 
descriptive statistics.
Participants
The participants of this study were five bilingual 
individuals, three males and two females, who live^ in 
Germany until their high school years. Two males are now 23 
years old and the other one is 25 years old. One of the 
females is 31 years old and the other one is 26 years old. 
The three male individuals were born in Germany, and came 
back to Turkey as young adults. Two of them are senior 
students at a university in Ankara, and at the same teach 
English at the Turkish British Association (TBA) in Ankara. 
The other male is the brother of one of the two senior 
students, and is now doing his military service. The female 
participants grew up in Germany, one of them was born there
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and the other one went to Germany when she was eight years 
old; they both graduated from a university in Turkey and are 
now both German teachers at a university in Ankara. The 
participants all lived at least 13 years in Germany, but had 
different educational experiences. In addition, their 
families come from different regions of Turkey, but all 
belong to the working class. All four fathers completed 
eleven years of high school education and all mothers 
completed five years of primary education. All participants 
currently live in Ankara and all agreed to participate in 
this study.
Instruments
In this study, three kinds of instruments, were used to 
collect data: semi-structured interviews, naturalistic 
observations, and an acculturation questionnaire.
Interviews
Semi-structured interviews are verbal questionnaires. 
They consist of a series of questions designed to elicit 
answers that will serve the purpose of the study. The 
purpose of the semi-structured interviews for this study was 
to gather data about the participants' backgrounds, 
experiences, opinions, feelings, language use, and cultural 
identity issues.
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Observations
Naturalistic observation involves observing individuals 
in their natural settings. The researcher acts as a 
participant observer making no effort whatsoever to 
manipulate variables or to control the activities of 
individuals, but simply observes and records what happens as 
events naturally occur. The purpose of the observations for 
this study was to gather naturalistic data about code- 
switching among bilinguals proficient in the same languages. 
Acculturation Questionnaire
Finally, an acculturation questionnaire was used to 
assess orientation towards both Turkish and German cultures, 
along five dimensions of culture: language use, social 
contact, behaviour, attitudes, and values. The 
questionnaire was adapted from instruments used in previous 
studies to assess the bicultural adaptation of immigrant 
populations in the U.S. (Bosher, 1995^; Caplan et al.,
1991; Rick & Forward, 1992; Wong-Rieger & Quintana, 1987).
The purpose of this questionnaire was to support the 
qualitative data from the interviews and observations with 
quantitative data.
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~Note. Permission to use Bosher's (1995) questionnaire 
was obtained directly from the author.
The questionnaire was developed to reflect the 
bicultural orientation of individuals along multiple 
dimensions of culture: language use, social contact, 
behaviour, attitudes, and values. In addition, the 
questionnaire included ethnic self-identification items, 
used to compare with each participants' summary 
acculturation score (see section on Data Analysis regarding 
how scores for the acculturation questionnaire were 
tabulated).
Items were adapted for the questionnaire to reflect 
Turkish and German culture, as well as what aspects of 
German culture (social, recreational, cultural, and 
religious) are available to the general public in Ankara. 
Several items regarding Turkish values were developed using 
information from Turkish Culture for Americans by Dindi, 
Gazur, Gazur, and Kirkkôprü-Dindi (1989).
The questionnaire was written in English, because all 
the participants were proficient in English, so the 
questionnaire could be understood and appropriately 
responded to in English. The questionnaire was also 
reviewed by two German and two Turkish instructors for 
overall content validity, and by Ms. Susan D. Bosher who had 
used this questionnaire for her dissertation. She made 
numerous suggestions, regarding content and format that were 
incorporated into the final version of the questionnaire.
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Procedure
The five participants were interviewed and observed by 
the researcher. The interviews of each participant lasted 
up to two hours until the required information was obtained 
about their backgrounds, experiences, language use, cultural 
identity, feelings, opinions, and attitudes. The interviews 
were tape-recorded and later transcribed.
The two male participants were observed at their 
school, at work, and at home four days a week over a period 
of two and a half weeks. On each day, they were observed at 
school in the mornings and at work in the evenings for one 
and a half hours. The older male (25 years old) was only 
observed at home for five hours, together with his younger 
brother, and when he was alone. The male participants were 
asked to interact together in as natural a way as possible 
choosing any language they wanted. The conversations at 
school were related to their classes and the ones at work 
was related to their professions. At home they could talk 
in any language about anything they wanted to. The female 
participants were only observed at their work, five times 
for two hours each day. Observations at home were 
impossible for them. In the observations, either 
notetaking, tape-recording, or both were used.
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Finally, the acculturation questionnaire was 
administered to each of the participants. Four of the 
questionnaires were completed and returned. The researcher 
is still waiting for the fifth one, because the participant 
is in the military and his availability to complete the form 
is uncertain.
Data Analysis
First, the interviews were transcribed. Next, a 
descriptive report of the interview with each participant 
was written, organized around common themes which were 
addressed in all the interviews. Finally, a summary of the 
interview analysis was written.
From the observations, code-switching samples were 
selected, and written up using a format developed for 
analyzing discourse by Cheng and Butler (1989). This system 
of analysis will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter
4. Explanations for each observed instance of code­
switching selected for data analysis were then written, 
followed by a summary of the examples of code-switching.
Finally, the following scores of the acculturation 
questionnaires were calculated:
1. The mean of all items included in each of the five 
dimensions of acculturation, for both German and Turkish 
cultures: German/Turkish language use, social contact,
behaviour, attitudes, and values.
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2. The mean of the five dimensions of acculturation, 
for both German and Turkish cultures (Overall German 
Identification Score or OGIS, and Overall Turkish 
Identification Score or OTIS).
3. The difference between OTIS and OGIS, when OGIS is 
subtracted from OTIS (Overall Acculturation Index or OAI).
According to Wong-Rieger (1987), a positive difference 
between OTIS and OGIS indicates a tendency towards 
Assimilation (to give up one's own lifestyle and values and 
adopt those of the target language group), a negative score 
a tendency towards Separation (to isolate oneself from the 
majority culture). A score close to zero indicates a 
Bicultural orientation if the scores for both OTIS and OGIS 
are high, or Marginalization (alienation from both cultures) 
if they are both low.
Ethnic identification items on the questionnaire were 
not included in the tabulation of scores. They were 
compared with the participants' Overall Acculturation Index 
(OAI) and will be discussed separately.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Overview of the Study
In this study, the aim was to find out the language use 
of second-generation Turks who have re-migrated back to 
Turkey and how important these languages are for their 
cultural identity. This study also aimed to find out how 
these bilinguals manage their dual cultural/ethnic 
identities in a monocultural society, such as Turkey. In 
order to find out the answers to these questions, five 
bilingual adults were interviewed about their backgrounds, 
experiences, opinions, feelings, language use, and cultural 
identity issues. The participants were also observed at 
work and at home by the researcher, to determine how they 
used both languages in their daily interaction. And 
finally, a questionnaire measuring their cultural 
orientation toward both German and Turkish cultures was 
developed and administered to them.
The interview analysis consisted of writing a 
descriptive report of each participant, followed by an 
analysis of common themes which emerged across all five 
participants.
In the analysis of the observations, samples of code­
switching recorded in a variety of situations were selected 
for each participant to provide a representative sample of 
code - switching and then analyzed, using Cheng & Butler's
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(1989) scheme for analyzing discourse.
Items from the questionnaire were divided into five 
dimensions, as follows: (a) language use, (b) social
contact, (c) behaviour, (d) attitudes, and (e) values.
The means of all items on each of the five dimensions were 
calculated for both cultures, followed by the mean of the 
five dimensions of acculturation for both cultures (Overall 
German Identification Score, or OGIS, and Overall Turkish 
Identification Score, or OTIS). After this, the Overall 
Acculturation Index (or OAI) was calculated by subtracting 
OGIS from OTIS.
interview Analysis
The interviews of the male participants were conducted 
at home in April, 1995. The female participants were 
interviewed at their work in May, 1995. The participants 
were asked one by one questions which were prepared ahead of 
time (see Appendix B for the interview questions) . All 
interviews were recorded and transcribed later on. The 
participants were asked in which language they wanted to be 
interviewed. The two male participants who are currently 
English teachers preferred to talk in English, whereas the 
other male participant talked in Turkish, and partially in 
German. The female participants preferred to talk in 
Turkish. After the transcriptions of all the interviews 
had been read and reread, they were summarized, and a report
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written on each individual organized around the following 
common themes :
1. Synopsis of major life events in Germany and 
Turkey.
2. Bilingual language development.
3. Language use in Germany.
4. Language use in Turkey.
5. Language choice in communicative situations.
6. Attitudes towards both languages.
7. Usefulness of languages.
8. The concept of native language.
9. ' Relationship between self and language.
10. The concept of native country.
11. Adjustment to life in Turkey.
12. Differences between self and Turks.
13. Differences between self and Germans.
14. Bicultural orientation.
15. Ethnic self-identification.
16. Level of comfort in both cultures and languages.
17. Relationship between language and culture.
Ahmet Deniz
He went one year to Kindergarten and 5 years to primary 
school. After 12 1/2 years in Germany, he came back to 
Istanbul in Turkey on September 1, 1984. He completed high 
school in Istanbul in 1991. At present, he is a senior 
student at Gazi University (GU) in the American Culture and 
Literature (ACL) Department. He has one brother who was 
born in 1974 in Berlin and a sister who was also born there 
in 1975. At present he works as a part-time teacher at the 
Turkish British Association (TBA).
Bilingual language development. Ahmet was brought up 
bilingual, maybe also trilingual, because his family came 
from an Arabic background. His parents talked sometimes in 
Arabic, but mostly in Turkish. His parents were not against 
Ahmet's using German at home, but when Ahmet asked his 
parents something in German, they responded in Turkish. When 
his parents asked him something in Turkish, he answered in 
German. On the weekends his family met other Turkish 
people, at gatherings, to watch Turkish movies, and so on.
Language use in Germany. At school Ahmet learned 
German and English. With his German peers, he spoke German. 
There were also some Turks with whom he also spoke German,
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Synopsis of major life events in Germany and Turkey.
Ahmet was born in 1972 in Berlin. His father went to Berlin
in 1966 to work there and his mother went in 1970.
but sometimes they spoke Turkish together when they did not 
want Germans to understand them. He had more German friends 
than Turkish, because there were no Turks living in northern 
Berlin. Ahmet's teachers told him that he was more Berliner 
than the "real" Germans. He never went to see Turkish 
movies at the cinema in his free time.
Language use in Turkey. Ahmet speaks German, English, 
Turkish, and Arabic. Now, he speaks English most of the 
time, because he is studying English in the American Culture 
and Literature Department at Gazi University (GU). He has 
been together with Americans for eight years, using American 
facilities, including the American air base in Izmir, and he 
has many American friends. He has also done some 
translation work. He is proficient in German and feels 
himself to be like a German. For Ahmet, it is easiest to 
communicate in Turkish, because he lives in Turkey and most 
of the people he knows are Turkish. To Germans and Turks 
from Germany, he uses German, especially when he talks to 
his close friend, Hasan. Sometimes they talk in German not 
to be understood by others or because some topics might be 
best explained in German. Sometimes they just use German 
for no apparent reason. Also, they have the same 
background, which includes a shared second language.
To his parents, Ahmet always speaks Turkish now, and to 
his friends at GU, he uses mostly Turkish. At work, he
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speaks Turkish to his colleagues, because he does not want 
to be different. His friends sometimes criticize him for 
talking too much in English, as he watches a lot of American 
movies and uses different idioms. In class he uses English 
to his students, but sometimes he uses Turkish to make 
jokes, because some jokes can not be told in English. 
According to Ahmet, some topics are explained better in 
English, for example songs or jokes or stand-up comedy 
routines, like Beavis and Butthead. Some languages are used 
in different ways, for example music in English, jokes in 
Turkish. It depends on the angle at which one is looking at 
something, when one is using the language. He says that one 
has to use the language that people know in order to 
understand them and be understood.
Language choice in communicative situations.
According to Ahmet, the people determine the language he 
speaks and it depends on what he feels at the time. He does 
not really choose the language consciously. When he changes 
from one language to the other·, he may use just a sentence, 
a word, or a phrase, whatever fits in. When he sings, he 
uses English, because English is a more flexible language 
and he can shape it however he wants. Everything he learns 
at school is in English, so it is easier to explain things 
in English rather than Turkish, and according to him,
English is a more widely-spoken language than German in
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Ankara. Something he could not say in Turkish or is easier 
to say in German, he would say in German.
When Ahmet is talking with a friend in Turkish and 
someone comes into the room, he changes the language he is 
communicating in or stops talking, because he does not want 
his secrets to be known by others. It depends totally on 
what he is saying at that moment and whom he is speaking to. 
So automatically he stops talking or switches over to 
another language, but when that person wants to join in the 
conversation, then it is not a matter of language choice 
anymore. It depends on the person, if he is a close friend 
or not.
Usefulness of languages. The most useful language in 
Ahmet's family is Turkish; in his community, English, 
because the community is b^sed primarily on education. At 
work the most useful language is Turkish, maybe some words 
in English, when he talks to his foreign friends. In his 
studies, English is the most useful, as GU is English- 
medium. When he travels, the'language he uses depends on 
the person, and in his leisure time (reading books, going to 
the movies, being with friends) he uses English and Turkish.
The concept of native language. German is maybe the 
first language that he learned, but Ahmet does not feel that 
German is his mother-tongue. When he was in Germany, his 
mother-tongue was German, but when he came back to Turkey,
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his idea of mother-tongue changed. He now identifies his 
mother-tongue as the language of his family.
Relationship between self and language. When Ahmet 
speaks German, Turkish, or English, he feels differently as 
a person. Every language has a different character, a 
different colour in speaking.
The concept of native country. For Ahmet it is hard to 
tell which country is his native country. He and his friend 
Hasan have talked a lot about this, like, for example, where 
they would like to live for the rest of their lives. For 
him it is not the country, it is the people he lives with, 
the people who are with you, who make you happy, not the 
place. Where he lays his head at night is his home.
Adjustment to life in Turkey. When Ahmet first came to 
Turkey, he was happy, because he felt as.if he was going on 
a long holiday, but after a while he did not feel that way. 
The people were different, they were looking at him 
differently: his clothes, his hair-style, his look, his 
talk. His attitude changed and he became dissatisfied.
First, he felt more like, am I wrong or are they wrong? But 
he tried to adapt himself and eventually, he was able to.
Ahmet's teachers did not have respect for him, nor did 
his fellow students, because when a person comes from a 
different country to Turkey, for Turks that person is an 
alien and is not considered Turkish or German, but rather as
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nothing and treated accordingly. Everything he did was 
observed by his teachers.
Some aspects of moving to Turkey were easy, for 
example, it was easy to adapt to the food and to the 
customs. Ahmet is not concerned with customs: He claims 
that he is not custom-made, and does things, like not 
fasting or not forcing other people to do something, on the 
basis of what he considers to be logically alright.
He knows that he has overcome obstacles since returning to 
Turkey and now he has a better, stronger, and more stable 
personality. Nothing was easy, because he had a different 
personality. He had to try many things to adapt to the life 
style, system, and so forth. He has come to a point where 
he knows now how to act, when, why, with whom and so on.
Differences between self and Turks. Ahmet feels bhat 
he is different from someone his age who was born in Turkey 
and has never left the country. Because that person has not 
experienced life abroad, s/he cannot make a comparison 
between the two countries. He also feels different from 
Turks who lived in Germany, because they never really got to 
know Germany well; they never really lived within the 
culture.
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Differences between self and Germans. Ahmet also feels 
different from Germans his age, because he is not German, 
and considers himself not as narrow-minded as they. He 
feels himself to be more democratic than Germans. He says 
that the Germans just give the appearance of being 
democratic, but they have to do things because of the rules 
of the law and so on.
Bicultural orientation. Ahmet considers himself 
bicultural, even multicultural. He believes that belonging 
to only one culture is insufficient.
Ethnic -self-identification. Ahmet considers himself 
Turkish-Geri^an-Arabic, international something.
Level of comfort in both cultures and languages. Ahmet 
is equally comfortable in both German and Turkish. He knows 
both cultures and has opinions for and against both. He has 
adopted aspects from both cultures which he likes, because 
there is no culture in the world which can give a person 
everything. That is why he considers himself a mixture; he 
does not identify himself as belonging to one ethnic group, 
because if you belong to an ethnic group that ethnic group 
comes from another ethnic group and this goes on and on, 
with no end.
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Relationship between language and culture. A language 
spoken automatically reflects the culture, through the 
gestures, the mimics. The way one uses language, is a part 
of the culture.
Hasan Polat
Svnopsi-s of major life events in Germany and Turkey. 
Hasan was born in Solingen in 1973. His father went to 
Germany in 1963 to work there and later on his mother came. 
He went one year to Kindergarten and five years to primary 
school. After twelve years in Germany, he came back to 
Istanbul in 1985, where he completed high school. At 
present he is a senior student at Gazi University (GU) in 
the American Culture and Literature Department. He has one 
brother who was born in 1970 in Germany and a sister who was 
born there in 1983. His parents were afraid of raising 
their children in Germany past the age of 18 as they might 
become like Germans. After 18 it would have been more 
difficult for them to bring their children back to Turkey, 
so they brought Hasan and his siblings back when Hasan was 
12. His parents tried to raise him in the Turkish language 
in Germany, but that was difficult, because both his father 
and his mother were working.
At present he is working as a part-time teacher at the 
Turkish British Association (TBA).
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Bilingual language development. The first language 
Hasan learned was Turkish and up to the age of four, was his 
only language. He then learned German because he went to a 
German school and had only German friends. The only 
language he could communicate in well was German. His 
father and mother talked in German with him, as he could 
only understand a little bit of Turkish.
Hasan had a positive approach to his self-identity. He 
knew he was Turkish and that he was Muslim. He knew he was 
different from his German friends, but it was also 
embarrassing for him not being able to speak Turkish to his 
Turkish friends, when they invited him to their home. The 
neighbours they had were Turkish, Greek, and German, and 
they often visited each other.
Language use in Germany. In Germany, Hasan and his 
family used German most of the time. His brother Halil used 
German all the time. His sister was two years old when she 
came to Turkey, so she is completely Turkish in her language 
use. The parents spoke Turkish and Arabic among themselves 
in Germany. To Hasan and Halil they used 80% German, but 
they also sometimes spoke Turkish.
Language use in Turkey. Hasan speaks Turkish, English, 
German and he can understand a little bit of Arabic. To his 
family he now speaks Turkish, because he is in Turkey and 
their environment and social circle are Turkish. When his
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father wants to emphasize or make a point, he uses German.
Language choice in communicative situations. In 
Germany, Hasan used German most of the time, but here it 
depends on the language people are speaking, as well as on 
the level of language use and sense of humour. He uses 
German when he wants to make jokes or when he does not want 
other people to understand him (at school, at work, in the 
streets, etc.). When Hasan and his close friend, Ahmet, 
joke together or when they are alone, they use German.
To his colleagues at TEA Hasan speaks Turkish, but 
again it depends on the person. When he is with Ahmet, they 
use 70% Turkish, because people do not like it when they 
speak German, because they do not understand. If there is a 
phrase or a joke that he has just learned in English, then 
he uses English, even to Turkish people. To his students he 
sometimes uses Turkish, but most of the time English. The 
rest of the time (30%) he speaks Turkish and English.
The main reason for Hasan to use a particular language 
is if the person he is speaking to is proficient in that 
language. It also depends on the topic of the conversation. 
If it is something Hasan has studied at the University, then 
he uses English. Also if he wants to show a person that he 
speaks good German or English, he uses that language. In 
other situations, he uses the language he feels most 
comfortable speaking. With his brother, he talks most of
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the time in German, because he is afraid of forgetting the 
language and when he meets people from Germany, he uses the 
opportunity to practice the language with them.
When he is talking with his friend in German and someone 
comes into the room who does not speak the language, Hasan 
switches into a language that person understands, if he 
respects that person or if he likes that person; otherwise, 
he does not change, but continues speaking in the same 
language. It also depends on his mood. It is a conscious 
decision to change his choice of language. When someone 
wants to join in their conversation who does not speak 
German, then Hasan switches into Turkish if he and his 
friend want that person to join in; if not, they do not 
change their language.
A t t i t u d e s  towards both languages. Sometimes Hasan 
feels comfortable using Turkish, sometimes he feels 
comfortable in German or English. To people who know 
English he speaks English; to people who know German, he 
uses German; and, to people who know only Turkish, he uses 
Turkish. Hasan is happy having been brought up in Germany, 
but he is not happy not being able to speak Turkish 
perfectly. It is a problem that he feels has to be solved. 
He has no problem in writing, reading, or understanding, but 
there are some times that he has to stop and think to find 
the right word when speaking. According to him, there is
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something wrong with his tongue, especially the accent, not 
the usage of words or sentence structure.
Usefulness of languages. Here in Turkey, German is not 
useful at all according to Hasan, because no one understands 
what Hasan and his friend are talking about. On the other 
hand, English and Turkish are useful. in Hasan's family 
Turkish is spoken; in his community, English, German, and 
Turkish. At work he uses English and Turkish. In his 
educational life, he uses English and when he travels he 
uses English. Finally, during his leisure time, he uses 
Turkish, German, and English.
The concept of native language. If the native language 
is considered the first language learned, then German is his 
native language. But otherwise, Hasan's native language is 
now Turkish, because he is Turkish,, a Turkish citizen, he 
lives in Turkey, and has Turkish people around him.
Relationship between self and language. Hasan feels 
differently as a person when he speaks in German, Turkish, 
or English. When he speaks Turkish, he feels like a Turk 
and when he speaks German, he feels like a German because it 
makes him recollect the memories of Germany. He feels 
totally different; he is not a particular person, he is 
someone else, he is not Hasan. He does not know which 
personality he belongs to, which is still a problem for him.
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The concept of native country. His native country is 
Turkey; it is not Germany anymore. When Hasan first came to 
Turkey, he had a lot of difficulties, for example, accepting 
himself. First, he had to learn Turkish and Arabic, which 
was not easy for him. The people looked upon him as a 
German Pig. They called them Almancı {= German Pig), 
because he and his family were different; they were more 
like Germans. In Germany the Turks were dirty Turks, and in 
Turkey Turkish people from Germany were German pigs.
Adjustment to life in Turkey. When Hasan first came to 
Turkey, he was very happy. He told himself that this is his 
family's native country. They are now first-class citizens 
and not second-class anymore, because even if one behaves 
like a German in Germany, and adapts oneself to the German 
culture, one is still a foreigner. He was happy -as he 
missed his family, his grandparents, uncles, and cousins. 
When he came to Turkey, he knew that something different was 
going to happen to his life; he was aware of that. He knew 
that the educational system in Turkey would be totally new 
for him. Because his parents and relatives prepared him for 
the problems he would have at· school, he did not lose a year 
in school.
It was difficult for Hasan to adapt to the country, 
because of the language. People treated him and his brother 
differently because of their lack of proficiency in the
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language and because they were from abroad. He missed the 
things he was used to in Germany such as, chocolates, chips, 
ketchup, and so on. Hasan thinks that he has been able to 
adapt himself, because his personality is better than his 
Turkish peers. It was very easy for him to adapt to the 
customs in his family, although he did not know much about 
them. He had heard about fasting, feast of the sacrifice, 
and so on, but he did not know why his family celebrated 
these traditions. Later on in Turkey he and his siblings 
were taught by their relatives about these customs.
Differences between self and Turks. Hasan feels quite 
different from someone his age who was born in Turkey and 
has never left the country, because he knows more about 
cultures and languages and is aware of the differences 
between them. He explains that both cultures have their 
positive, as well as negative sides. Combining these two 
cultures and getting the best out of both is a way for him 
to build his character, his personality, and his identity. 
Whether he feels the same or not with a person his age, 
depends totally on the person. Even if he does not feel the 
same, he does not underestimate his Turkish peers or look 
down upon them. The way he looks at life is quite different 
from his Turkish peers, what he thinks of life and what he 
expects of life. He is not as narrow-minded as his Turkish 
peers.
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Differences between self and Germans. Hasan also feels 
different from Germans his own age. He thinks that Germans 
are a bit stupid. They have a systematic life; they are 
also narrow-minded and they are gullible. He does not like 
German culture, although he finds parts of it useful. If 
the education level is the same, he feels similar to Germans 
his age. He feels the same as Germans when he drinks beer 
and when he eats traditional German food (i.e., wurst).
When he is in Germany, he feels closer to them than to 
Turks.
B i c u l t u r a l  orientation. Hasan considers himself 
bicultural, although he does not like some aspects of the 
German culture, such as their lack of hospitality. He likes 
the Turkish mentality in that way, that they are helpful, 
accept him when he visits them, treat him well, offer and 
serve him food. German people do not share their material 
possessions; they are too individualistic.
Ethnic .self-identification. Hasan identifies himself 
ethnically as Turkish, but adds that he is a human being 
above all.
Level of comfort in both cultures and lanauacres.
Hasan is equally comfortable in both cultures and languages. 
He would not have any adaptation problems if he were to 
return to Germany. If one wants to be comfortable in a 
country, Hasan believes it is necessary to know the culture
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and the language.
Relationship between language and culture. In order to 
be bicultural, Hasan feels it is necessary to be bilingual. 
Language and culture have to be combined if one wants to be 
proficient in the language. One has to know the culture in 
order to use the language well.
Halil Polat
Svnopsi.s of major life events in Germany and Turkey. 
Halil was born in Germany in 1970. His father went to 
Germany in 1963 to work there and later on his mother came. 
He went to Kindergarten and completed six other years of 
education in Germany. After fifteen years in Germany, he 
came back to Istanbul in 1985. He started from the second 
class of the secondary school in Istanbul, but could not 
complete it.
Bilinmii=il language development. Halil was brought up 
bilingual, although not in his education. At school in 
Germany he had to learn German, and he grew up like the 
Germans. Sometimes his parents talked in Turkish and in 
this way he acquired some Turkish, as he did not have any 
education in this language. Later on, he attended secondary 
school in Turkey, but was not able to complete it.
Language use in Germany. In Germany, Halil learned 
German and English as a foreign language. At home Turkish 
was spoken. However, most of the time communication took
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place in German, because he and his younger brother could 
understand German better than Turkish. They never really 
understood the Turkish language. His friends in Germany 
were generally Germans. Although he had two Turkish 
friends, he communicated with them in German. His 
environment was mixed with German, Greeks, and Turks.
Language use in Turkey. Halil speaks German, English, 
Turkish, and can understand Arabic. When he and his family 
first returned to Turkey, he continued to speak in German 
with them. After a time they started to talk in Turkish. 
Today with his younger brother, he still speaks most of the 
time in German and a little bit of Turkish. To his 
colleagues, at a tourism agency, he speaks German, because 
they generally know German. Now, Halil uses much more 
Turkish than German, but he does not speak Turkish fluently 
or perfectly. Sometimes he has difficulty constructing 
correct sentences. First, he thought in German and then 
spoke in Turkish, but he does not do that now.
Language choice in communicative situations. The main 
reason for Halil to use a particular language is that the 
person he is talking to knows that language. If he has a 
discussion with a person and if this person knows German, 
then he naturally discusses the matter in German, because he 
can express his thoughts better in German. When a topic is 
discussed in Turkish, he does not participate even though he
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understands what is being discussed, as he can not express 
himself well in Turkish. He has to contemplate first before 
he takes part in the conversation. If he is talking in 
Turkish to a person, he may suddenly switch to German if 
that person knows German. However, if this person does not 
know any foreign languages, then he continues in Turkish, 
although it is hard for him. Halil does not want to use 
Turkish nor make an effort to improve the language since 
people look down him, as he can not use the language 
properly. They underestimate him and do not take into 
consideration that he can speak German fluently and 
perfectly. For them it is important that he speaks the 
Turkish language well. Intuitively he has the feeling 
people are humiliating him. Not being able to speak 
Turkish well is ^ the main reason he is working in the tourism 
sector in Turkey. In this way he can use the languages he 
knows, since there are a lot of foreign tourists in Turkey.
When Halil is talking with his friend in German and 
someone comes into the room who does not speak that 
language, he does not change the language. He continues 
speaking in that language, but he explains to that person 
that they are not gossiping about him/her. This is a 
conscious decision. When someone wants to join in their 
conversation, then he changes the language, but it depends 
totally on him and his friend if that person can take part
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or not. If the subject of their conversation is Germany, 
and if that person does not know German or anything about 
Germany, then s/he can not participate in the conversation. 
In general, the language Halil chooses to use depends 
totally on the person.
Attitudes towards both languages. German is easy for 
Halil and also he can express himself better in that 
language. He is a lot more comfortable in German, he can 
speak joyfully, he can show his personality, and he can 
express his feelings better. Turkish is a supplementary 
language for him. He speaks this language in order to learn
V
it, because he has to speak Turkish. The obligation to 
learn Turkish well has been a hindrance making progress with 
the language.
U s e f u l n e s s  of languages.  ^Here in Turkey, Turkish is 
useful and this language is an advantage for Halil. He can 
make progress in this language by speaking with others in 
Turkish every day. In his family, they speak Turkish now.
In his community he generally speaks Turkish because it is a 
Turkish environment, but he can not give up his habits. He 
sometimes thinks in German and murmurs to himself. At work 
he naturally uses German, because it is related to tourism 
and when he travels, he uses foreign languages, and during 
his leisure time, he uses a mixture of Turkish and German. 
According to him, this mixing together is a bad habit or a
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bad phenomenon and as a result the mixing of languages has 
influenced his lifestyle here in Turkey.
Now Halil sees Turkish from a different perspective.
He wants to improve his Turkish and has started to read now 
in Turkish. He still likes speaking German and feels 
himself comfortable in a German environment. In the past he 
did not make much of an effort to learn Turkish, but now he 
wants to learn Turkish, because it is necessary. This 
change of heart has certain reasons. He is now sure that he 
is staying in Turkey and that he is not going back to 
Germany anymore. However, he can not be without Germany 
altogether. He will go there still, but only for a holiday. 
He will not go there to live forever, since his point of 
view has changed. He does not have the same views of 
Germany today as when he was fifteen years old.
Relationship between self and language. Halil feels 
differently as a person when he speaks German or Turkish. 
When he speaks German, he feels more knowledgeable about 
everything. However when he speaks Turkish, he feels like a 
fool, as if he does not know anything. He feels limited by 
Turkish and this affects him greatly. Using the Turkish 
language makes him stop somewhere in the middle of the 
conversât ion.
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The concept of native country. Whether his native 
country is Germany or Turkey, Halil does not know exactly.
It is very difficult to say, because he was born in Germany 
and spent fifteen years there. He has spent only five years 
in Turkey. He loves both countries. However, he does not 
want to become a German. On the contrary, he wants to be a 
Turk, but he can not be without Germany. He neither accepts 
the German culture as a whole nor the Turkish. He is 
somewhere in-between. He neither feels himself totally 
German or Turkish. He likes the mentality and the life­
style of Germans. He loves the freedom in Germany, 
especially the greater freedom that the youth have, the 
freedom to work, and be independent from their families at 
the age of 18.
Adjustment to life in Turkey. When Halil first came to 
Turkey, he felt very bad. The first three weeks were like a 
vacation. He was not aware of the fact that he and his 
family had returned for good. Later on he realised 
gradually that he could not go back and started to see 
things from a different angle. He could not adapt to the 
customs and to Turkey, in no way. He always avoided 
accepting certain aspects of the Turkish culture. No matter 
if he intended to or not, he avoided the language, the 
culture, and did what he liked. The things which he did not 
like were in the majority, which is why he avoided these
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aspects and isolated himself from other people and became an 
introverted person. Most of the time he liked being all 
alone far away from others and he always said deep inside to 
himself that he would go back to Germany and he finally went 
back for a while.
The Turkish school where he went for a few months was 
very difficult to adapt to and because he did not know 
Turkish, he could not continue with his education. The 
others called him "Almancı" and made fun of him when he 
spoke in Turkish. Speaking bad Turkish affected him so much 
that he did not want to learn Turkish at all. His teacher
Valso told him not to speak because he was an "Almancı" and 
did not know anything. He was just fifteen years old and 
wanted to go back to Germany.
After three years he went back at the age of 18 and saw 
that there had been a lot of changes. It was not the Germany 
he had left three years ago. He missed the intimate people 
in Turkey, their hospitality, and so on. He had built up 
his personality in Turkey, but the way he thought was 
typically German. Wherever he goes it does not matter, he 
misses Germany when he is in Turkey, and when he is in 
Germany, he misses Turkey.
Actually nothing was easy for him to adapt to in 
Turkey. The culture was a problem for him as were his 
relations with Turks. He had heard about the celebrations
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in Turkish culture, but he did not know why his family 
celebrated them. He would just kiss the hands of his 
parents and get his award for it and that was all. On the 
other hand, if he were asked to tell when Weinachten 
(Christmas) is and why it is celebrated, he would be able to 
tell you all about it, because he was like a German. He and 
his younger brother had taken part many times in German 
"Fests" (Weinachten, Neues Jahr, Fasching). Even his 
parents had adapted themselves to the German culture.
Differences between self and Turks. Halil feels quite 
different from someone his age who was born in Turkey and 
has never left the country. His life experiences have 
taught him to adapt himself easily to the personalities of 
other people. In the past he could not do this. Now he 
knows what a Turkish person his age thinks and how s/he 
lives. In this way he can treat them as they treat him and 
he can act as if he were in their shoes. He does not let 
them know that he thinks in a totally different way. In 
fact, he is more lenient, more easy-going, thinks in a clear 
way and has a different lifestyle. The persons here act the 
way they are told to, but he acts the way he thinks, because 
he knows now what he wants. .However, he can be the same as 
his Turkish peers when he wants, since he now knows what 
they think and can place himself in their situation.
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Differences between self and Germans. Halil also feels 
a difference between himself and Germans his age. Since he 
has lived in both Germany and Turkey, he knows two different 
lifestyles. Germans have a standard lifestyle, which they 
can not break away from. He has greater expectations from 
life than Germans, whom he feels have a monotonous life:
They go to work, they come home, they go to a bar, they 
watch TV, and then they go to bed. This goes on. So he 
does not like their way of living, but he likes the 
environment, the cleanliness, the houses, their decoration, 
and the comfort. He has learned most aspects of life in 
Germany; however, he has learned now that his thoughts in 
the past were totally wrong. The German youth are totally 
different from him in their way of dressing, attitudes, 
behaviour etc. He is not like them and he can never be like 
them, but he likes their freedom.
Bicultnral orientation. Halil considers himself 
bicultural. He has learned much from both cultures and has 
managed to combine them into one. There are aspects of both 
cultures that he likes and others he dislikes. He can say 
that he does not like 50% of both cultures, but the two 50% 
portions of each he likes make together 100%, and that is
his identity.
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Ethnic self-identification. Halil identifies himself 
ethnically as German-Turkish, not Turkish-German, as he 
first learned the German culture, and later the Turkish 
culture and lived in Turkey much later in his life than in 
Germany. However, he has learned a considerable amount in 
Turkey, which he has since added to the German culture and 
in this way he has thrown away the bad aspects of German 
culture. He likes the way he is and he does not want to 
change this.
T.evel of comfort in both cultures and languages.
He is equally comfortable in both cultures and both 
languages now, but at first in Turkey he was not comfortable 
with Turkish at all. He knows now what kind of life he 
wants to lead. He has plans and knows how to be 
comfortable. He has experienced life in Turkey, which has 
given him a lot of advantages. As a result he can be like 
the personalities of Turkish people and if he cannot, then 
he keeps quiet. He has learned much from both cultures and 
he thinks that he has developed his personality by combining 
the good sides of the two cultures.
Relationship between lahguaae and culture. According 
to him, you have to live the culture, because the things 
told about it may not be true. He feels that it is 
inevitable being bicultural and bilingual at the same time. 
He understands the Turkish culture now, because he knows the
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language.
Sevim Kara
Synopsis of major life events in Germany and Turkey. 
Sevitn was born in Turkey in 1964. In 1972 she went to 
Germany without finishing primary school in Turkey, as her 
parents were already living there. She continued her 
education in Germany and was able to finish primary and 
secondary school there. During the years 1985-86 she 
studied at the Bonn Ruler-University in the German and 
French Language and Letters Department. After having spent 
14 years in Germany, she returned to Turkey and transferred
V
to Gazi University (GU) in 1986. From there she graduated 
from the German Language and Letters Department in 1989. 
After her graduation, she worked 6 months at the Goethe 
Institute for her probati^on as a teacher, where she taught 
German as a Foreign Language. She did not continue at the 
Goethe Institute after her probationary period was over.
She started working as a German teacher at TOMER.
She has completed her Master's Degree in German at HU and 
passed the PHD proficiency exam in the field of German 
language teaching in 1994. Since 1991 she has been teaching 
German at Gazi University (GU) .
Bilingual language development. Sevim was brought up 
bilingual, but not at home. Her parents did not know German 
and spoke Turkish. She learned Turkish at school in Turkey,
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and learned German at school in Germany.
Language use in Germany. To communicate with her 
parents, Sevim used Turkish. She sometimes used German 
words when she spoke Turkish to her family, but her parents 
always responded back in Turkish. With her sister she used 
German. Her German was dominant. She did not have any 
Turkish friends, only German friends.
Language use in Turkey. There was a great desire to 
use German the first time Sevim came to Turkey, but this 
changed when her milieu became Turkish. Here in Turkey 
Sevim uses only Turkish with Turks, and German with people 
from Germany, but sometimes she uses a mixture of German and 
Turkish with her friend from Germany. With her colleagues 
at GU she generally uses Turkish, and German to her 
students. Turkish is essential for her. daily conversations. 
It is the only language she is able to use to communicate on 
a daily basis and she is used to it now. Although she 
learned French and English in Germany, she does not use 
these two languages anymore.
Language choice in communicative situations. When 
Sevim and her friend who has also lived in Germany talk 
about Germany and their lives over there, they do it in 
German. When she talks about her life in Germany from her 
childhood up to her adolescence, she uses German, since 
German was the dominant language in her formative years and
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helped determine her personality. All memories from the 
past are talked about in the German language and also when 
she tells her problems and sorrows, and when she swears.
In general, Sevim consciously tries to avoid switching 
from one language to the other. She prefers using them 
separately. When the other person prefers to talk in 
German, she switches to German. When she and her friend 
have comments about another person, they speak in German, 
because they do not want others to understand them.
Switching to another language may be a positive act for 
them, but other people regard it negatively.
When Sevim is talking with her friend in German and 
someone comes into the room who does not speak German, she 
does not change the language she is communicating in. She 
continues talking in German, even though this person'does 
not know German. It can also depend on the person; if this 
person has come to see her, then of course she stops 
talking. This is not a conscious decision, it is an 
automatic action. According to the rules of manner, she has 
to stop talking and take care of that person. It is not 
logical to let that person wait, but if this person does not 
know German and wants to join in the conversation, then she 
changes the language to Turkish so that person can 
participate.
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Attitudes towards both languages. The German language 
is now less important for Sevim in Turkey. She can now 
identify with both languages. First, she had difficulty in 
identifying with the Turkish language, because there was a 
distance between her and the language, as if that language 
did not belong to her. But now she can identify with the 
language and she can now think and speak in Turkish. In the 
past she could not do this; she had to think in German first 
and then translate into Turkish. Now she can even dream in 
Turkish.
Sevim is not sure if she has a positive or negative 
attitude towards the languages she knows. Both Turkish and 
German are equally useful for her, because she knows them 
well. She still makes some mistakes when she speaks in 
Turkish, but she can communicate in both languages.
However, she is much more competent in German than in 
Turkish, since it is related to her profession. When she 
travels, she uses Turkish, but during her leisure time, she 
uses both languages.
Sevim feels herself very close to the German language.
It is part of her personality. At first Turkish was a 
strange language for her, as if it did not reflect her, but 
now Turkish is dominant in her life as she is living in 
Turkey. She feels German better reflects her personality, 
but now her proficiency level in both languages is the same.
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Although she feels close to German, she is afraid she will 
forget the German language, which she absolutely does not 
want to do. Because she grew up with the German language, 
and identifies strongly with the language, and feels that 
her personality is closely connected with the language, 
forgetting the language would mean losing her personality. 
Her personality, together with the language, would be 
limited, and she is afraid she would become deficient as a 
person. In addition, she feels that the German language 
represents her native country. If she loses proficiency in 
German, she will also lose ties with her native country.
Relationship between self and language. Sevim feels 
differently as a person when she speaks German or Turkish. 
She thinks that she belongs more to Turkey when she speaks 
Turkish, and when she speaks German, she feels as if she 
belongs to Germany. Nowadays it is as if German and Turkish 
have united into each other. She has accepted the fact now 
that she is a person who lives in Turkey, but in the past 
she always thought of returning to Germany in the near 
future and so thought of herself as living only temporarily 
in Turkey; as a result, she rejected Turkey, its problems, 
and its language.
lA
The concept of native country. Sevim finds it very- 
hard to decide which country she belongs to. It is a 
question she has been asking herself for many years. She 
hesitates what to say, and feels that she is somewhere in- 
between .
Adjustment to life in Turkey. When Sevim first came to 
Turkey, she felt as if she was in the wrong place. She 
realized that she had come back forever to stay, and as a 
result she started to see Turkey from a different 
perspective, which meant that she criticised everything 
about Turkey. She asked herself many times why she had come 
back to'· this country, and felt that she did not belong here 
and that she was unable to live here. Everything was 
different: the educational system, relations with friends, 
the society, and the biggest obstacle of all, the language. 
Nothing was easy for her when she returned.
There was no problem with the religion of the country 
and the customs, because Sevim already knew them from her 
parents. What was difficult for her was the lifestyle of 
Turkey. Actually, she did not have any specific 
expectations when she came to Turkey. She had thought that 
her way of life in Germany would continue in the same way 
but in another country; she had not thought that she would 
go to a better or a worse place to live. She could not 
adapt herself well to any circumstances, because she had
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difficulty in seeing the positive aspects of living in 
Turkey; the negative sides were more obvious to her.
Differences between self and Turks. Sevim does not 
feel very different from someone her age who was born in 
Turkey and has never left the country. In the past she felt 
different, and there were times that she could not get along 
with people, but it was not because she came from Germany to 
Turkey. It was her different mentality and she could not 
understand why materialism in Turkey was so important to 
Turkish people, but now she can. She has seen positive 
situations, like the bureaucracy in Germany, the hygiene of 
hospitals, and so on. She can compare the positive 
situations with Turkey, but other people can not, because 
they have not experienced the positive situations. She is 
the same as her Turkish peers when it comes to the notions 
of peace and freedom.
Differences between self and Germans. Sevim does not 
know actually if she is different from a German her age.
She may be more Turkish now than she was in Germany; she 
knows Turkey now and her lifestyle here has affected her 
very much in the way she looks at life in Turkey. She 
accepts some aspects easier than before. The way Germans 
approach Turkey are different from the way she approaches 
it, because they do not live here and as a result they 
assess Turkey on the basis of their own lifestyle and from a
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distance.
Similarities between self and Germans. Sevim feels the 
same as Germans her age when she reacts to inequality, when 
she is tolerant, when she does not judge people according to 
their lifestyle or behaviour, and when she is open to 
innovation. In short, her sense of democracy is the same as 
theirs; as a result, she feels herself close to 
German people.
Bicultural orientation. Sevim considers herself 
bicultural. She can not deny this, because her personality 
developed in Germany. However, sometimes one culture is
V
more dominant than the other, and she thinks that now the 
Turkish culture is more dominant in her life. In Germany, 
the lifestyle there was perhaps dominant, not the culture. 
Most things in life,,she learned from her parents. She knew 
that she was a Turk and that she had a different culture; 
however, she was never able to identify with the Turkish 
culture. When she was 16 years old, she was aware of the 
fact that she was a Turk and that she had certain customs 
and that life in Germany was different from her family life. 
She has never felt herself as a German during her time in 
Germany. However, for some time in secondary school in 
Germany, she rejected being a Turk, because she admired the 
German lifestyle and the comfort of German children.
Everybody was German there; only she was different, and this
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was something she could not accept.
Ethnic self-identification. Sevim identifies herself 
ethnically and absolutely as Turkish. Her parents are 
Turkish, her roots are Turkish, and she belongs to the 
Turkish nation. She is not Turkish-German, even though she 
has unconsciously taken some features from German culture.
As she finished her primary, secondary, and high-school 
there, so she developed mentally in Germany. From the 
Turkish culture, she has taken the language and some 
characteristics. She is a mixture of German and Turkish 
culture.
Level of comfort in both cultures and languages. Sevim 
is equally comfortable in both cultures and languages. She 
may have adapted herself now to Turkey, but she does not 
find life comfortable here nor did vshe find life comfortable 
in Germany. There were constantly aspects of life to 
criticise in Turkey, because she always compared Turkey with 
Germany. She does not see herself as a Turk or German 
anymore, and is now able to live in both countries.
Relationship between language and culture. There is a 
relationship between languages and cultures. Language 
always reflects the culture. According to Sevim, a person 
who is bilingual is also bicultural; this is inevitable.
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Ebru Parlak
Synopsis of manor life events in Germany and Turkey. 
Ebru was born in Germany in 1969. Her father went to 
Germany in 1967 to work there and her mother came to Germany 
in 1968. She has three brothers who were all born in 
Germany. She completed primary school and secondary school 
in Germany, but left after the 11'^*’ class in gymnasium, 
because education would have been a problem in Turkey after 
a couple more years in Germany. According to her parents, 
adjustment to the Turkish educational system would be easier 
at a younger age and so they decided to return for their 
children's sake. In 1986 she returned to Turkey, where she 
attended a high school in Ankara, which is especially for 
re-migrated Turkish children. After this, she graduated 
from Gazi University (GU) in the German Language and Letters 
Department. She is now working at GU as a German instructor 
and at the same time, is doing her Master's Degree in the 
German language at GU. Her father is still in Germany; her 
mother and her siblings are in Turkey.
Bilinau^'l language development. Ebru's parents did not 
know the German language very well, so at home Turkish was 
spoken. Among her siblings German was spoken constantly. 
Since she had a German education and German friends, she 
always spoke German during the day. She did not have any 
Turkish friends, and also her neighbourhood was surrounded
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by Germans.
Language use in Turkey. Ebru speaks Turkish, German, 
English, and French. She had seven years of English, two 
years of French, and four years of Latin in school. She 
speaks Turkish to her parents; however, to her siblings she 
continues to speak German. When she speaks to her Turkish 
friends at work, she generally uses German to her younger 
colleagues and to her middle-aged colleagueas, she uses 
Turkish. In class she uses German to her students.
With her special friend who is Turkish and also from 
Germany, she always speaks in German with her, sometimes 
mixed together with Turkish.
Language choice in communicative situations. Ebru 
switches to another language when she can not remember a 
word; she often uses the German equivalent. Words she has 
difficulty remembering in Turkish are often foreign words, 
or technical terms. When she does not know how to say a 
proverb or an idiom in Turkish, she switches to the German 
language. She thinks code-switching is a kind of escape and 
regards it as a bad habit. She thinks that a person ought 
to know his/her mother tongue, because code-switching is bad 
behaviour.
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There are. many reasons for Ebru to switch to another 
language, for example, when she is very busy, when she is 
confused, when she has special things to say, a secret to 
tell, so that another person will not understand what she is 
saying, or when she pauses too long in a language, she 
switches to the other language. She code-switches 
especially with her mother, from Turkish into German. When 
she is in a crowded place, she does not like to use German, 
because people look at her in a irritated way.
When Ebru is talking with her friend in German and 
someone comes into the room who does not speak that 
language, she switches to Turkish if this person has come to 
see her; otherwise, she continues speaking in German. This 
is not a conscious decision. But if the person has come to 
visit her, she makes a conscious decision to switch from 
German to Turkish. When the person wants to join in the 
conversation, then she has to switch to Turkish, because she 
does not want to be impolite.
Attitudes towards both languages. Ebru is most 
proficient in German of the languages she speaks. She can 
express herself better in German and reads books in relation 
to her Master's degree in German. She speaks German to her 
best friend, a Turk who is also from Germany. Their 
backgrounds are the same and since she does not always have 
the chance to speak in German, she makes use of the
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opportunity to practice her German, also when she meets 
another person, Turkish or German from Germany. She regards 
the German language as her own language, because she has 
known this language from her birth to her teens. She uses 
Turkish, mostly to her parents, and she sometimes uses 
English when it is necessary.
Usefulness of languages. When Ebru considers the 
usefulness of the languages she knows, Turkish is more 
useful than German, since it is a prerequisite for 
communication in Turkey. But she likes using German; it 
makes her feel good and practising German will maintain her 
fluency in that language. With her family she uses mainly 
Turkish. In her community, she uses Turkish, and in her 
work, study, travel, and leisure, she uses German.
Ebru likes German very much because she was born and 
raised in Germany. It is a practical language and easy to 
use. When she was in Germany, she liked English much more 
than Turkish, because she did not use Turkish very much in 
Germany, except for at home. She thought she could learn 
that language at home, and as a result, she did not consider 
the Turkish language essential. Her German was dominant, 
because the time she spent at home was shorter than the time 
she spent at school and with her friends. At that time she 
did not have any education in Turkish, but she did in 
German.
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Relationship between self and language. Ebru feels 
differently as a person when she speaks Turkish, German, or 
any other language and adds that one should feel different. 
When she speaks German, she feels privileged, more 
comfortable, and more objective, because she can see many 
aspects that other people, who do not know other languages, 
cannot. When she speaks Turkish, she feels differently as a 
person than when she speaks in German. Because she does not 
know some aspects of the Turkish language very well, 
sometimes the language sounds very strange to her.
Sometimes she says something and people misunderstand her, 
or they laugh, because she is not able to use the words in 
the right manner, or to pronounce them correctly. If the 
Turkish language is her mother tongue, and if she lives in 
Turkey, then she must improve her language, since it is very 
important to know your mother tongue in the country you 
live.
The concept of native country. Ebru finds it very hard 
to decide which country she belongs to. It is a question 
she has been asking herself for many years. As years pass 
by, she has gotten used to Turkey. Three years ago, she 
definitely would have said that Germany was her native 
country. At present she hesitates what to say, and feels 
that she is somewhere in-between, but she is more 
comfortable in Germany, because people understand her
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personality, listen to her problems, and she can easily 
share issues with Germans that she can not do in Turkey, and 
that is why she feels very happy there. The people in 
Germany are 100% self-confident in their country. Ebru felt 
very bad when she first came to Turkey to live, because 
everything was different, and she felt she was being 
observed by the people, and as a result she could not feel 
comfortable. She was depressed by having left everything 
she had in Germany. She returned unwillingly to Turkey; if 
she had come voluntarily, then it would have been different.
A d i u stmpnt to life in Turkey. Ebru could not adapt 
easily to many aspects of life in Turkey: the lifestyle, the 
educational system at the University, the mentality, and 
relations with friends. On the other hand, she was able to 
ac^ apt easily to her school, because the environment was the 
same. Her high school was only for re-migrated children of 
Turkish immigrants. She found many friends there who also 
came from Germany and who also spoke German perfectly. They 
shared the same situation. She found that people in Turkey 
gossiped a great deal, often talked behind people's backs, 
and were envious of one another. In Turkey she has to dress 
according to the society, which is not the case in Germany. 
There she can wear whatever she wants and go wherever she 
wants to. The cultural values are very different in the two 
countries. Perhaps she is very sensitive to the
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differences.
Differences between self and Turks. Ebru feels 
different from someone her age who was born in Turkey and 
has never left the country, although it can also depend on 
the person. She may be different in her manners, her 
cultural and moral values, and her mentality. She takes it 
easy, and finds some events, like displaying extreme 
enthusiasm when a football team has won, trivial. She can 
compare the positive aspects of Germany, but a person who 
has not lived abroad will not know about hygiene, and the 
orderliness of hospitals, and bureaucracy, and other aspects 
of German culture. She absolutely does not feel the same as 
a person who was born in Turkey and has never left the
country.
Differences between self and Germans. Ebru feels 
different from Germans her age. The longer she stays in 
Turkey, the more her mentality and her lifestyle have 
changed. If she goes back to Germany, there will be a 
conflict, because she will see that Germany has changed and 
discover that it is not the place she once lived in or 
thought she could return to, but can now only go to on 
holiday. All these thoughts depress her very much. She 
would never have liked to have felt that she could not live 
in Germany forever.
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Similarities between self and Germans. Ebru feels the 
same as Germans with regards to her mentality. Perhaps her 
expectations of the future are the same as theirs, and also 
her dreams may be the same. She has a lot of common issues 
(food, dress, music, etc.) to talk about with them.
R i c u ltural orientation. Although Ebru considers 
herself bicultural, she feels closer to the German culture 
than to the Turkish one. As a result she feels she is a 
mixture of both cultures, because she has been brought up in 
both cultures. She feels that human beings always choose 
what is the best for them. According to her, she has taken 
the good sides and left the bad sides of German moral and 
cultural values.
Ethnic self-identification. Ebru identifies herself 
ethnically as Turkish and is p.roud of being a Turk. She 
accepts this fact, and can not deny that she comes from 
Turkish ancestors, although she reflects many features of 
German culture. Second-generation Turks from Germany are 
humans who are entirely in the middle of two countries. They 
are neither happy in Turkey, nor are they in Germany. 
Sometimes she does not feel entirely Turkish nor entirely 
German. This feeling results from the fact that the moral 
values and other aspects of both cultures have mingled 
together.
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Level of comfort in both cultures and languages. Ebru 
is more comfortable in German than in Turkish, because she 
can not express herself in Turkish exactly the way she 
wants. In Turkish there is mostly an interruption. She has 
to pause for a long time in order to think of what she will 
say next. If she wants to ask a question in Turkish, she is 
hesitant to do so, because she is afraid of using the wrong 
word or of mispronouncing, which makes her uncomfortable and 
uneasy. On the other hand, with German, she can express 
herself immediately the way she wants. Therefore, she is 
more comfortable in Germany, where she feels herself more 
human and is more respected, which means she is Ebruatma, 
not somebody else. On the other hand, here in Turkey she 
has to be different to herself and to the world. In Turkey 
she changes according to the situation, so she is different 
to her parents, different to herself, and different to her 
friends.
Relationship between language and culture. According 
to Ebru, a person who is bilingual is also bicultural; this 
is inevitable. Whether people like it or not, they take the 
culture of that language, assuming they have lived a very 
long time in that country.
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Summary of Interviews
Four participants, Ahmet, Hasan, Halil, and Ebru, were 
born in Germany; Sevim, went to Germany when she was eight 
years old. All five participants were brought up bilingual 
in Germany and used the German language there, but in Turkey 
they use all the languages they know, primarily Turkish and 
German. The choice of their language depends on the person 
they are talking to, the topic of conversation, and if the 
interactant has the same German background. For the female 
participants, Ebru and Sevim, code-switching is not a 
conscious decision, but for the male participants, Ahmet, 
Hasan and Halil, it is.
All five participants have positive attitudes towards 
both Turkish and German; four of them, Ahmet, Hasan, Halil 
and Ebru, use the language they are more comfortable in. , 
All of them state that Turkish is now more important than 
German, because it is an essential language for 
communication in Turkey. However, for one participant,
Sevim, both languages are equally useful.
All participants feel differently as a person when they 
speak in German, Turkish, or other languages. The two 
female participants, Ebru and Sevim, find it very hard to 
decide which country they belong to; they say that they are 
somewhere in-between. Halil states the same, but that his 
native country is Germany, but adds that he is somewhere
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in-between Germany and Turkey. For Hasan, it is not Germany 
anymore but Turkey, and for Ahmet, it is not the country, 
but the people he lives with that determine his native 
country. The adjustment to life in Turkey was very hard for 
all of them; nothing was easy to adapt to.
All five participants feel they are different from 
someone their age who was born in Turkey and has never left 
the country. The reason they give is that they have a 
different personality and more life experiences; however, 
Sevim does not feel different anymore from a person who has 
never left the country. Ahmet and Halil also feel they are 
different from Germans their age; Ebru and Hasan feel the 
same and different from Germans; Sevim does not know if she 
is different from a German or not, but she expresses that 
she is the same in some aspects. All of them consider 
themselves to be bicultural. Four of them, Ahmet, Hasan, 
Halil and Sevim, are equally comfortable in both cultures 
and languages. Ebru is more comfortable in German than in 
Turkish, and is more comfortable in Germany.
Hasan, Sevim, and Ebru identify themselves as Turkish. 
On the other hand, Ahmet identifies himself as Turkish- 
German-Arabic or international, and Halil identifies himself 
as German-Turkish.
All of the participants state that language reflects 
the culture and a person who is bilingual is also inevitably
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bicultural.
Analysis of Observations
Presentation of data from the naturalistic observations 
follows the format used by Cheng & Butler (1989).
Information in the tables include, from the left column 
down, as follows: (a) date, (b) type of discourse analyzed 
(in all instances code-switching), (c) subject in study
(Interactant) , (d) relationship with person to whom the
participant is taDcing, (e) language in which the 
conversation begins (Utterance), (f) place of conversation
(Context), (g) topic of conversation, (h) languages used
during conversation, (i) use of code-switching during 
conversation (switch), (j) syntactic level of code-switching 
during conversation (word, phrase, or sentence level),
(k) name of participant, and (1) age. Single asterisks (*) 
are used to indicate the use of code switching during a 
conversation, and the syntactic level(s) at which it 
occurred. In the text that follows each table, the code- 
switched portions have been underlined.
From the total number of observations for each 
participant, only a few conversations in which code- 
switching occurred were selected for discussion to provide a 
representative sampling. The longer samples of discourse 
are represented in Tables; the shorter samples in text form 
only. The purpose of the code-switching analysis is to show
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for each participant how s/he code-switched, when, with 
whom, and why.
Ahmet Deniz
Four observations of code-switching with Ahmet as 
participant are presented and discussed below.
Observation #1. Ahmet is talking with his girlfriend. 
Nilüfer, about school. They are doing homework together. 
Ahmet is explaining in Turkish something to his girlfriend.
Ahmet: işte bunlar hep prejudice.
Nilüfer: Stiff mi?
Table 1 analyzes the code-switching that occurred in 
this situation.
Table 1
Discourse Analysis of Observation #1.
Date: 5-95 
Discourse analysis:
Code-switching 
Interactant(s): Nilüfer 
Relationship: Girlfriend 
Utterance: Turkish switch
Context: School Subject: Ahmet 
Topic: Lesson Age: 23
Languages: Turkish-English
word phrase sentence
Explanation. Code-switching takes place in this 
instance at the word level. Ahmet uses the English version 
of these words because he is doing English homework together 
with his girlfriend, who also knows English.
Observation #2. Hasan and Ahmet have attended a debate 
at the TEA, where they teach together. After the debate 
Ahmet leaves suddenly and Hasan asks him in Turkish where he 
is going.
Hasan: Nereye gidiyorsun?
Ahmet: Halo saaen und dan abhauen.
Explanation. Ahmet answers briefly in German, using 
two short phrases, because they are alone and it is easier 
to say these phrases in German than in Turkish.
Observation #3. Ahmet is talking with his friends in 
Turkish; they are about to have dinner at Ahmet's house.
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Ahmet : People some bread I
Friend: Utanmazın biriyim. (Turkish)
Ahmet : You are. Who cares yani.
Ahmet : Niye böyle trouble yapıyorsun.
Friend: Ben trouble yapmıyorum ki.
Ahmet : Mutual düşüneceksin.
(Ahmet is serving dinner.)
Ahmet : This is yours, bu da Gürhan's and this is mine
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(Hasan arrives.) Ahmet asks Hasan to join them in 
German.
Hasan : Ich hau ab Ian, varın.
Ahmet : Gerçekten mi?
Hasan : Keşke benim de Appetitim olmasa.
Ahmet : Mach's ja scheisse. ivi deoil. scheisse Ian.
Table 2 analyzes the code-switching that occurred. 
Table 2
Discourse Analysis of Observation #3.
Date: 5-95 
Discourse analysis: 
Code-switching 
Interactant(s):H,G,0,S 
Relationship:Friends 
Utterance: German 
: Turkish
Context: Home Subject: Ahmet
Topic: Dinner Age: 23
Languages: Turkish,English,German
N
switch word phrase sentence
Note. H = Hasan; G = Gürhan; 0 = Osman; S = Selda,
Explanation. Ahmet and his friends are about to have 
dinner. Ahmet uses a mixture of English and Turkish, 
because his friends know English too. The code-switching 
takes place at the word level (trouble), phrase level (who 
cares), and sentence level (people some bread).
For code-switching to take place, it depends on to whom 
the participant is speaking to. It takes place especially 
with people with whom the participant is intimate, for 
example, between close friends, such as Ahmet and Hasan.
When Hasan enters the room, the language changes immediately 
from English to German because German is the preferred 
language between Ahmet and Hasan. Ahmet invites his friend 
Hasan to dinner (in German); however, Hasan refuses in 
German and tells his friend Ahmet that he is leaving in 
German and Turkish (mixture) . Hasan sw^-tches at the word 
level (lan=guy, yarin=tomorrow). Then Ahmet asks him in 
Turkish and Hasan replies in Turkish using a German word 
(Appetit) with the Turkish first person singular possessive 
adjective added on (Appetit+im, illustrates the 
morphological adjustment that is often made to words that 
are code-switched). If one participant starts speaking in a 
mixture of two languages, the interactant often does, too.
Observation #4. Ahmet is talking with his girlfriend. 
Nilüfer, about school. Most of the time he is talking in 
Turkish.
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Ahmet : We tried yani....
Nilüfer: (She responds back in Turkish.)
Ahmet : Whv is there a need vani.
Ne yani bu Turkish mi yani?
Hiç bir zaman böyle sincere şey yok yani. 
They don't care, yani.
Bugün benim debate var, at TBA, a quarter to 
seven.
And we will win, I'm the director, the 
producer.
Table 3 analyzes the code-switching that occurred. 
Table 3
Discourse Analysis of Observation #4.
Date: 5-95
Discourse analysis: Context: School Subject: Ahmet
Code-switching Topic: Exam Age: 23
Interactant(s): Nilüfer Languages: Turkish-English 
Relationship: Girlfriend
Utterance: Turkish switch word phrase sentence
English * * ★
Explanation. Ahmet is talking in Turkish and English, 
because his girlfriend knows both languages. Ahmet code- 
switches at the word level (yani), and sentence level (They 
don't care) back and forth between Turkish and English. The 
reason for this is that he is at school, explaining to his 
girlfriend about English history.
Hasan Polat
Two observations of code-switching with Hasan as 
participant are presented and discussed below.
Observation #5. Hasan is talking with his friend Ahmet 
about their English lesson at school. Hasan is explaining 
the exam material.
Hasan: Yani, feeling, emotion, modernism değil!
Hasan: Kim onu force etmişti.
Reasoning yapmaktan.
Rational şeyler.
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Table 4 analyzes the code-switching that occurred in 
this situation.
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Discourse Analysis of Observation #5.
Table 4
Date: 5-95 
Discourse analysis: 
Code-switching 
Interactant(s): Ahmet 
Relationship: Friend 
Utterance: Turkish
Context: School Subject: Hasan 
Topic: Lesson Age: 23 
Languages: Turkish-English
switch word phrase sentence
Explanation. In the above example, Hasan uses English 
words, specifically nouns (emotion, feeling, rational) to 
code-switch. The reason for using English here is that the 
Hasan is talking about a subject he has learned at school in 
English and the discussion of those concepts can only be 
done in English.
Observation #6. Hasan is talking in German with his 
friend, Ahmet about their exam in American Literature that 
is coming up soon. They are standing in the corridor of 
their school.
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Haşan : Oğlum sen ne anladın?
Ahmet : Weiss nicht lan.
Ahmet : Bir şey okumadım ki.
Hasan : Bu ne şimdi?
Hasan : Modernism,....
Ahmet : Politics de değil, twentieth century şey, 
literature. yani öyle
Table 5 analyzes the code-switching that occurred. 
Table 5
Discourse Analysis of Observation #6.
Date: 5-95
Discourse analysis: Context: School Subject: Hasan
Code-switching Topic: Exam Age: 23
Interactant(s): Ahmet Languages: German,Turkish,English 
Relationship: Friend
Utterance: Turkish switch word phrase others
Explanation. Turkish, German and English are used in 
this conversation. Code-switching takes place at the word 
level in English (politics) and at the phrase level in 
German (Weiss nicht). Hasan asks his friend Ahmet if he has 
understood the subject in Turkish, and his friend responds
using German to say he does not know. English nouns are 
used, because the subject is related to their English 
Literature exam.
Halil Polat
Four observations of code-switching, with Halil as 
participant, are presented and discussed below.
Observation #7. Halil is talking on the telephone with 
Ahmet about what to do in the evening. He invites Ahmet to 
have dinner and drink beer, trying to persuade him to come 
to his place. Then Ahmet asks him who else is at his house.
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Halil : Ach so, was machen wir, wenn du kommst?
Saufen ne, ja das glaub ich dir, ja komm lan 
he, keiner ne nur die eine mit der, sev 
reportai vapti va. onunla he. die ist hier, 
was, ne ist gut, ja ja wir haben geredet so über, 
ja klar lan. ja gute fragen ne schwer zu 
beantworten weisst du. Nur so, hani was 
denk ich jetzt darüber, ja ich weiss, ja ja, hör 
mal was bringst du mit wenn du kommst, echt, aber 
heutzutage ist jeder pleite hier, Hasan, ich, du, 
alle, he ich weiss nicht, was essen. Ja, red mal 
mit Hasan. Jetzt schon, hör mal ich hab dolau 
yaptılar ha. ich hab füllüng, zahnfüllüng bekommen 
heute. Wie Deutsch? ne wir reden Türkish hani.
das İst kein problem, tamam, OK, bis dan he, havdi 
görüşürüz.
Table 6 analyzes the code-switching that occurred.
Table 6
Discourse Analysis of Observation #7.
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Date: 5-95 
Discourse analysis: 
Code-switching 
Interactant(s): Ahmet 
Relationship: Friend 
Utterance; German
Context: Home Subject: Halil
Topic: Phone Age: 25
Languages: Turkish-German
switch word phrase sentence
F.ypi a n ation. Halil starts talking in German, because 
Şahap started to talk in German first. He switches to 
Turkish at the word (Ian), phrase (sey reportaj yaptı ya) 
and sentence (dolgu yaptılar ha) levels. When he pauses, he 
immediately switches to Turkish, as this is easier for him 
instead of finding the exact words to explain it in German. 
But he also gives the German equivalent sentence for the 
Turkish one in order to be assured that the other has 
understood (dolgu yaptılar ha = leh hab Zahnfüllüng 
bekommen; tamam=OK, Bis dan=haydi görüşürüz).
Observation #8. Halil is talking with his brother, 
Hasan, on the phone and asks his brother when he will come 
home.
Halil: Ja, was machst du denn, he wann kommst du
nach Hause? Ja weiss ich, tamam oldu. 
haydi görüşürüz.
Explanation. Code-switching takes place in Turkish at 
the word (he) and sentence (tamam oldu, haydi görüşürüz) 
levels. If the interactant uses a mixture of two languages, 
the speaker will usually follow. In this instance since his 
younger brother, Hasan, used Turkish words, Halil code- 
switched as well.
Observation #9. Halil got a phone call from his mother 
at home. She started the conversation by using the German 
language and continued later on in Turkish.
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Mother : Hallo schatzi
Halil Wie gehts........
Mother : (Mother switches to Turkish.)
Halil also switches to Turkish, and he tells his
mother that he went to the dentist that day, 
Halil Hadi, Tschüss.
Explanation. Halil's mother started the conversation 
in German, so Halil responded in German. Then his mother 
switched to Turkish, so Halil did, too. Although the 
opening sequence was in German, the body of the conversation 
was in Turkish. Halil chose to end the conversation with 
the German expression for goodbye.
Observation #10. Halil's Turkish friend called him, to 
ask if Halil was well and what he was doing at the moment. 
Halil talked totally in Turkish about daily aspects.
Explanation. His Turkish friend did not know any 
foreign languages, and as a result Halil had to talk in 
Turkish. There was no code-switching in this conversation. 
Sevim Kara
One observation of code-switching with Sevim as 
participant is presented and discussed below. '
Observation #11. Sevim is talking with her friend,
Ebru, about daily routines, like writing exams and exam 
results, specifically, students' mistakes on their exam 
papers.
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Sevim : Warum?
Ebru : Weil das letzten Jahr bei vüzaltmisüc gemacht 
worden ist.
Sevim is talking in German to Ebru and she responds in 
Turkish as follows: Ne acıdan ama?
Sevim goes on talking about a person who also has lived 
in Germany and tells Ebru about that person's 
pronunciation. Ebru periodically interjects with 
phrases in Turkish, such as: - Allah Allah!
- Çiddi misin?
- Samimi?
Ebru : iyi de. was für einen Absicht würde er 
haben?
Ebru talks about a book, which is in German, in 
Turkish to Sevim.
Ebru : Ich weiss nicht wie ich es anwenden soll.
Ebru : Yani, nasıl yapacağımı bilmiyorum.
Ebru : Unbewust. insan ters bir şeyler yapabiliyor.
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Table 7 analyzes the code-switching that occurred 
during this situation.
Table 7
Discourse Analysis of Observation #11
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Date: 6-95 
Discourse analysis: 
Code-switching 
Interactant(s): Ebru 
Relationship: Friend 
Utterance: German
Context: School Subject: Sevim 
Topic: Exam Age: 30
Languages: Turkish-German
switch word phrase sentence
Explanation. Code-switching occurs at the word 
(yüzaltmışüç), phrase (ne acıdan ama), and sentence (nasıl 
yapacağımı bilmiyorum) levels from German to Turkish. When 
the code word 163 (yüzaltmışüç) is used to refer to tourism 
students at school, Sevim and Ebru use the Turkish word for 
it, because there is no appropriate word for it in German. 
The words Allah Allah have more meaning in Turkish than in 
German (Gott Gott) to express surprise. In addition, the 
German language has no appropriate translations for the two 
other items that are code-switched, which roughly mean: 
(Ciddi misin?) Are vou sure? and (Samimi?) intimate. 
respectively.
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Ebru Parlak
One observation of code-switching with Ebru as 
participant is presented and discussed below.
Observation #12. Ebru is talking with her friend Sevim 
and three other colleagues, who are also German teachers, in 
the teacher's room about daily aspects of life.
Ebru
Sevim
Izel
Ebru
Ebru
Sevim
izzet
Sevim
Ebru
Sevim
Ebru
Sevim
Sevim
Sevim
: leh dacht mir kannst heute endlich mal schwarz 
anziehen ondan sonra bövle sıcak oldu.
: İlknur hanım.......
Ich sage jetzt nichts über die İlknur hanım 
und sie geben dan ihre Kritik.
Ivi sövlemismivim?
; Bir şey mi diyeceksin?
: Was, kann ich nicht. Pazartesi full çünkü.
: Sevim, sigara içmeme günün kutlu olsun.
: Wieso?
: Çünkü sigara içmeme günü.
: Öyle mi?. Dann rauch ich netzt eine.
: Was. aleyhimize mi kullanıcaksın?
: Bildiğimiz Stro. Fatma.
: Sen bana ne diyordun ben konuşmadığım zaman?
: Kim, ben mi?
: Du bist.....
; Spül mal zurück bitte.
Ebru : Bakıyım mı?
Sevim asks Ebru's opinion: Çok naive degilmi şarkı?
Ebru : Yani, du bist bilingual....Sevim.
Ebru and Sevim are talking about aerobics in Turkish with a 
couple of colleagues.
Ebru : Hol die Matten, dedi kız.
Then she switches totally from Turkish to German.
Ebru : Gürcan das fallt nicht auf.
Damit das fester wird.
Sie hat sich was neues gekauft.
Ben şimdi T-shirt ile falan, şöyle grosses gri 
bir şey aldık.
The rest of the conversation about steps and aerobics was 
completely in Turkish.
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Table 8 analyzes the code-switching that occurred in 
this situation.
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Table 8
Discourse Analysis of Observation #12.
Date: 6-95
Discourse analysis: Context: School Subject: Ebru
Code-switching Topic: Daily Age: 27
Interactant(s): E,S,I,I Languages: Turkish,German 
Relationship: Co-workers
Utterance: German switch word phrase sentence
Note. E = Ebru; S = Sevim; I = Izel; I = izzet.
Explanation. Code-switching takes place at the word 
(hanım), phrase (pazartesi full çünkü), and sentence (Sevim, 
sigara içmeme günün kutlu olsun) levels. The conversation 
takes mainly place between Ebru and Sevim. They are very 
close friends with the same background, having both lived 
for many years in Germany. For them it is easier to use 
both in German and Turkish in a conversation, because they 
understand each other and share the same background, and are 
proficient in both languages. They switch back and forth in 
both languages to whichever one they find easier to talk in. 
Also, some words are more easily expressed in German or in 
Turkish, as for example, hanım, full, stro, and bilingual.
When the five participants of this study lack facility 
in one language when speaking about a particular subject, 
they usually code-switch. In addition, when they can not 
find the appropriate word or expression, or if the language 
being used does not have the appropriate expressions for the 
vocabulary they need, they usually switch to the other 
language. For the female participant and one male 
participant, Ahmet, they say their code-switching takes 
place unconsciously, that they are often unaware that they 
are switching from one language to the other, especially 
Ebru. Two of the male participants, Hasan and Halil, say 
their code-switching is conscious. Their main concern is 
communicating, and they code-switch if they know that the 
other person will understand them whether they use one or 
two languages.
In addition, the degree of intimacy between the 
speakers is also important. When the female participants 
(and the males) are not close enough to the interactant, 
they usually prefer using just one language rather than 
code-switching.
The content of the discourse is also a factor 
influencing the use of one or two languages, as some topics 
are better handled in one language than the other. In 
addition, the participants (for example, Ahmet and Hasan)
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Summary of Observation Analysis
may have learned to deal with a topic in a particular 
language. Or, the other language may lack the specialized 
terms for a topic, and it may be considered strange or 
inappropriate to discuss that particular topic in that 
language.
In sum, all of the participants stated that they use 
the language they feel most comfortable in. They generally 
code-switch with people who are proficient in both 
languages, have the same background, and with whom they are 
very close. Besides this, they also switch when they can 
not find the appropriate word, or when a particular subject 
is better explained in another language, as this has more 
effect on their communication. Some topics are better 
handled in one language, because the participants learned 
that specific topic only in that language.
The findings of the observation analysis are so far
consistent with the interviews, for example, the
participants did not code-switch with people they do not
know well, but they spoke the language of that person.
They usually code-switched when the other person was also
proficient in that language; they even code-switched in
German and English with the researcher since they knew that
she was proficient in both languages. Also, when they
Iwanted to say something which nobody should understand, 
they switched suddenly to German or English.
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Analysis of Acculturation Questionnaires 
In this section the results of the acculturation 
questionnaires will be presented and discussed. The 
acculturation questionnaire assessed the participants' 
orientation towards both German and Turkish cultures along 
six dimensions of culture, five of which will be discussed 
here: (a) language use, (b) social contact, (c) behaviour,
(d) attitudes, and (e) values. The sixth dimension, ethnic 
identification, was used to determine consistency between 
the participants' overall acculturation score, and their 
ethnic self-identification, and will be discussed in the 
following section.
Overall German Identification Score (OGIS) was 
calculated by averaging the mean of the five dimensions of 
orientation towards German culture. Overall Turkish 
Identification Score (OTIS) was similarly calculated, by 
averaging the mean of the five dimensions of orientation 
towards Turkish culture. Scores for OGIS and OTIS both 
needed to be above 3.00, the midway point between the lowest 
and highest possible mean scores, in order for the 
individual to be considered high in orientation towards both 
cultures (Bosher, 1995). Overall Acculturation Index (OAI) 
was determined by subtracting OGIS from OTIS. A positive 
difference between OGIS and OTIS (OAI) indicates a tendency 
towards acculturation into Turkish society and a score close
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to zero (less than .50) indicates a bicultural orientation 
(Wong-Rieger, 1987) . In sum, to be considered bicultural, 
the individuals' OAI had to be less than .50, and scores for 
both OGIS and OTIS above 3.00.
In addition, differences between scores on dimensions 
of culture, both German and Turkish, are compared across 
participants. These differences were considered meaningful 
when there was a difference in their respective scores of 
more than .50.
One participant in the study, Halil Polat, never 
returned his acculturation questionnaire. Therefore, 
results for only four participants are reported here.
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Ahmet Deniz
Table 9
Results of the Acculturation Questionnaire of Ahmet Deniz
The results of the acculturation questionnaire for
Ahmet Deniz are presented in Table 9.
German Turkish
Dimension of acculturation M M
Language use 3.25 4.00
Social contact 1.00 4.50
Behaviour 2.33 3.00
Attitudes 3.25 3.50
Values 4.58 3.41
OGIS: 2.88 OTIS: 3.68
OAI : + 0.80
Note. OGIS= Overall German Identification Score; OTIS= 
Overall Turkish Identification Score; OAI= Overall 
Acculturation Index.
The results show that the mean scores of the 
first four Turkish dimensions of acculturation are higher 
than the German ones. These results mean that Ahmet is more 
Turkish than German in his language use, social contact, 
behaviour, and attitudes. Since Ahmet is now living in 
Turkey, it is understandable that the score for Turkish 
social contact is noticeably higher than for German social 
contact (3.50). The mean score for Turkish language use and 
behaviour are somewhat higher (.75 and .67, respectively) 
and only slightly higher for Turkish attitudes (.25). On 
the other hand, the mean score for German values is 
considerably higher than for Turkish values (1.17). In 
other words, Ahmet has retained more German values than he 
has adapted Turkish values. Overall, however, OTIS is 
almost one full point higher than OGIS (OAI= .80), and his 
score on OGIS was less than 3.00 (2.88), indicating that
Ahmet's acculturation is more towards Turkish rather than 
German culture.
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Hasan Polat
Table 10
Results of the Acculturation Questionnaire of Hasan Polat
The results of the acculturation questionnaire for
Hasan Polat are presented in Table 10.
German Turkish
Dimension of acculturation M M
Language use 2.50 3.25
Social contact 1.25 4.00
Behaviour 2.16 2.26
Attitudes 3.25 3.00
Values 3.75 4.00
OGIS: 2.58 OTIS: 3.28
OAI: + 0.70
Note. OGIS = Overall German Identification Score; OTIS =
Overall Turkish Identification Score; OAI = Overall
Acculturation Index.
The results show that the mean scores for the first 
four Turkish dimensions of acculturation for Hasan are 
higher than the German ones, suggesting that Hasan is more 
Turkish than German in his language use, social contact, 
behaviour, and attitudes. The Turkish social contact 
dimension is much higher than the German social contact 
dimension (2.75). The difference between German and Turkish 
language use is much less (.75), but still more than for 
behaviour (.10) and attitudes (.25), which are only slightly 
more Turkish. On the other hand, the mean score for German 
values is slightly higher than for Turkish values (.25) . 
Overall, ''however, the differences between the German and 
Turkish dimensions of behavior, attitudes, and values are 
somewhat less than for social contact and language use, 
suggesting that Hasan has retained German behaviour, 
attitudes, values, as well as having adapted the Turkish 
ones. In other words, he is more truly bicultural on those 
dimensions than on language use and social contact.
Overall, however, OTIS is higher than OGIS, by .70 (OAI) and 
his OGIS was less than 3.00 (2.58), indicating that in 
general, Hasan is slightly more acculturated towards the 
Turkish culture than the German culture.
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Sevim Kara
Table 11
Results of the Acculturation Questionnaire of Sevim 
Kara
The results of the acculturation questionnaire for
Sevim Kara are presented in Table 11.
German Turkish
Dimension of acculturation M M
Language use 3.25 4.50
Social contact 1.75 4.50
Behaviour 2.50 2.83
Attitudes '4.00 3.50
Values 4.66 2.75
OGIS: 3.23 OTIS: 3.61
OAI: + 0.38
Note. OGIS = Overall German Identification Score; OTIS 
Overall Turkish Identification Score; OAI = Overall 
Acculturation Index.
The results show that the mean scores of Turkish 
social contact and language use are higher than the German 
ones, 2.75 and 1.25, respectively, particularly so for 
social contact, suggesting that Sevim is more Turkish in her 
social contact and language use. There is little difference 
between the German behaviour dimension and the Turkish one 
(.33), suggesting that Sevim has retained her German 
behaviour, as well as having adapted Turkish behaviour. The 
results also indicate that the mean scores of German 
attitudes (.50) and values ( 1.91) are higher than the 
Turkish ones, especially values, suggesting that Sevim is 
somewhat more German in her attitudes, and especially in her 
values. Overall, the results of Sevim's acculturation 
questionnaire suggest a pattern of outward orientation 
towards Turkish culture, through social contact and language 
use, and an inward maintenance of German culture, through 
attitudes and values. The difference between OGIS and OTIS, 
or OAI, is .38. Both OGIS and OTIS were over 3.00, 
indicating a truly bicultural orientation.
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Ebru Parlak
Table 12
Results of the Acculturation Questionnaire of Ebru Parlak
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The results of the acculturation questionnaire for Ebru
Parlak are presented in Table 12.
German Turkish
Dimension of acculturation M M
Language use 4.25 4.25
Social contact 1.75 4.75
Behaviour 2.50 2.66
Attitudes 3.25 2.75
Values 4.08 4.25
OGIS: 3.17 OTIS: 3.73
OAI: +0.56
Note. OGIS = Overall German. Identification Score; OTIS = 
Overall Turkish Identification Score; OAI = Overall 
Acculturation Index.
The results show that the mean score of Turkish 
social contact is much higher than for German social 
contact (3.00), suggesting that Ebru has more Turkish social 
contact than German social contact. The German attitudes 
dimension is somewhat higher than the Turkish one (.50), 
suggesting that Ebru has retained more German attitudes than 
she has adapted Turkish attitudes. The score for both 
language use dimensions is identical and the scores for the 
behaviour dimension and values dimension occur with minor 
differences (.11 and .17, respectively), suggesting that 
Ebru uses both languages equally and is equally German and 
Turkish in her values and behaviour. Overall, the 
difference between OGIS and OTIS, or OAI, is .56, indicating 
an overall acculturation index that is close to bicultural 
(less than a .50 difference between OTIS and OGIS is 
considered bicultural). Both her OGIS and OTIS are above 
3.00, further indication of her biculturalism.
Results of Ethnic Identification Items on Acculturation 
Questionnaire
The acculturation questionnaire included seven items 
assessing ethnic self-identification. Questions 40, 45, and 
46 did not specify ethnicity. Questions 41 and 47 specified 
Turkish ethnicity, and 42 and 48 German ethnicity. For the 
sake of clarity, items 40, 45, 46, 47, 48 and their response 
sets for these questions are provided below. (Questions 43
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Questions : 40, 45, 46, 47, 48 of the Acculturation 
Questionnaire.
40. How would you identify yourself ethnically?
1. Turkish
2. Turkish-German
3. German-Turkish
4. German
5. Other:
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and 42 are not included in the following discussion because
answers to these questions were found to be potentially
confusing with 40.)
45. How would you describe yourself in terms of your
lifestyle (how you live, for example, food, customs, 
etc.) ?
1. Very Turkish.
2. Mostly Turkish.
3. Bicultural.
4. Mostly German.
5. Very German.
46
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
47
1 . 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
How would you describe yourself in terms of your values 
(what you believe in and think is important)?
Very Turkish.
Mostly Turkish.
Bicultural.
Mostly German.
Very German.
How important is it to you that you marry a Turk?
Not at all important 
A little important. 
Somewhat important. 
Very important. 
Extremely important.
48. How important is it to you that you marry a German?
1. Not at all important.
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
Answers to these questions regarding ethnic self- 
identification are discussed for each of the participants in 
the following section.
Ahmet Deniz
Ahmet answered questions #40-48, as follows:
40. Very little Turkish-German
45. Bicultural
46. Bicultural
47. Not at all important
48. Not at all important
Explanation. Ahmet identifies himself as Turkish- 
German. He considers himself bicultural in terms of his 
lifestyle and in terms of his values, as well. For him it 
is not at all important to marry a Turk or a German.
In the interview, Ahmet identified himself as Turkish- 
German-Arabic or international. He also said he considered 
himself bicultural.
His Overall Acculturation Index was .80, suggesting he 
is slightly more oriented towards Turkish culture. His OGIS 
score was slightly less than 3.00, whereas his OTIS was 
3.68, indicating again he is more oriented towards Turkish
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culture than German culture.
In sum, there was inconsistency for Ahmet across some 
assessments of biculturalism, specifically the results of 
the acculturation questionnaire, and his ethnic self- 
identification, both on the questionnaire, as well as self- 
reported in the interview. This inconsistency suggests 
ambivalence on Ahmet's part regarding the true nature of his 
cultural identity.
Hasan Polat
Hasan answered questions #40-48, as follows:
40. Ethnic self-identification: Turkish and other (mixed)
45. Lifestyle: Bicultural
46. Values: Bicultural (mixed)
47. Importance of marrying a Turk: Somewhat important
48. Importance of marrying a German: Not at all important 
Explanation. Hasan identifies himself as Turkish and
other (mixed). He considers himself bicultural in terms of 
his lifestyle and values. For him it is somewhat important 
to marry a Turk.
From the interview analysis, Hasan identified himself 
as Turkish and considered himself bicultural.
His Overall Acculturation Index was .70, suggesting he 
is slightly more oriented towards Turkish culture. His OGIS 
is also less than 3.00, whereas his OTIS was 3.28, 
indicating again he is more oriented towards Turkish culture
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than German culture.
In sum, there was inconsistency for Hasan across some 
assessments of biculturalism, specifically the results of 
the acculturation questionnaire, and his ethnic self- 
identification, both on the questionnaire, as well as self- 
reported in the interview. This inconsistency suggests 
ambivalence on Hasan's part regarding the true nature of his 
cultural identity.
Sevim Kara
Sevim answered questions #40-48, as follows:
40. Ethnic self-identification: Turkish
45. Lifestyle: Bicultural
46. Values: Mostly German
47. Importance of marrying a Turk: Not at all important
48. Importance of marrying a German: N^ot at all important
Explanation. Sevim identifies herself as
Turkish. She considers herself bicultural in terms of her 
lifestyle, but mostly German in terms of her values. For 
her, it is not at all important to marry a Turk or a German.
From the interview analysis, Sevim identified herself 
as Turkish and considered herself bicultural.
Her Overall Acculturation Index was .38, and both her 
OGIS and OTIS were over 3.00 (3.23 and 3.61, respectively),
indicating a truly bicultural orientation. Interestingly, 
her OGIS was highest of all the participants, but she
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identified herself unequivocally as Turkish. Other 
participants who were more acculturated towards Turkish 
culture, included Turkish as part of their ethnic identity. 
In sum, there was consistency for Sevim across all 
assessments of biculturalism: the results of the 
acculturation questionnaire, the ethnic self-identification 
items, and self-reported in the interview.
Ebru Parlak
Ebru answered questions #40-48, as follows:
40. Ethnic self-identification: Turkish-German
45. Lifestyle: Bicultural
46. Values: Bicultural
47. Importance of marrying a Turk: Not at all important
48. Importance of marrying a German: Not at all important 
Explanation. Ebru identifies herself as Turkish-
German. She considers herself bicultural
in terms of her lifestyle and values. For her, it is not at 
all important to marry a Turk or a German.
From the interview analysis, Ebru identified herself as 
Turkish and considered herself bicultural.
Her Overall Acculturation Index was .56, and both her 
OGIS and OTIS were over 3.00, suggesting that she is overall 
close to bicultural.
In sum, there was consistency for Ebru across all 
assessments of biculturalism: the results of the
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acculturation questionnaire, the ethnie self-identification 
items, and self-reported in the interview.
Discussion of Common Patterns between Results of 
Acculturation Questionnaire and Ethnic Self-Identification 
Items.
Ahmet's OAI was +.80. His OGIS was less than 3.00 
(2.88), and his OTIS 3.68, indicating he is more 
acculturated towards the Turkish culture.
Hasan's OAI was +.70. His OGIS was less than 3.00 
(2.58), and his OTIS 3.28, indicating he is more 
acculturated towards the Turkish culture.
Ebru's OAI was +.38. Her OGIS and OTIS were both over
3.00 (3.23 and 3.61, respectively), indicating she is truly 
bicultural.
Sevim's OAI was +.56. Her OGIS atid OTIS were both over
3.00 (3.17 and 3.73, respectively), indicating she is also 
bicultural.
All participants who completed the acculturation 
questionnaire are more Turkish in their social contact and 
in their behaviour.
Three participants (Ahmet, Hasan, and Sevim) are more 
Turkish in their language use; one (Ebru) is equally German 
and Turkish.
Two of the participants (Ahmet and Sevim) are much more 
German in their values, whereas the other two participants
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(Hasan and Ebru) are more Turkish in their values.
With regards to attitudes, one participant (Ahmet) is 
more Turkish, and the other three (Hasan, Sevim, and Ebru) 
are more German.
In sum, participants were more Turkish in terms of 
their social contact, language use, and behaviour, but were 
either more German in terms of their values and attitudes, 
or there was much less difference between Turkish and German 
orientation on these dimensions of culture. External 
manifestations of culture tended to be Turkish; language 
use, social contact, and behaviour. Internal manifestations 
of culture: attitudes and values, tended to be either 
German, or there was less difference between the German and 
Turkish orientations on these dimensions.
The results of the ethnic self-identification items 
varied in all participants. Two participants (Ahmet and 
Ebru) identified themselves as Turkish-German. One 
participant (Sevim) identified herself as Turkish and the 
other participant (Hasan) identified himself as Turkish and 
other. All of them said they are bicultural in terms of 
their lifestyle and three of them are also bicultural in 
terms of their values. Sevim is mostly German in terms of 
her values.
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As a result from the above patterns, it can be 
concluded that the findings of the acculturation 
questionnaire and the ethnic self-identification items are 
generally consistent.
CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
Summary of the Study
This study sought to investigate the language use and 
cultural identity issues of bilingual, re-migrated second- 
generation Turks. The researcher tried to assess how these 
bilinguals used both languages, how they managed their dual 
cultural/ethnic identities in a monolingual/monocultural 
society, such as Turkey, and how important both languages 
were for their social/cultural identity.
The participants were five re-migrated second- 
generation Turks, all of whom had spent 12-16 years in 
Germany and were now living in Ankara. They were selected 
based on their self-assessment as a bilingual. Data was 
collected for this study from three different sources:
(a) interviews, (b) observations, and (c) acculturation 
questionnaires.
A semi-structured interview was prepared by the 
researcher. The purpose was to gather data about students' 
backgrounds, experiences, opinions, feelings, language use, 
and cultural identity issues. The interviews took two hours 
and were tape-recorded and later transcribed for analysis. 
After this procedure the interviews of all the participants 
were read and reread, summarized, and a report written on 
each individual. Finally, a summary of the interviews was 
written.
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The male participants were observed at school (in the 
mornings), at work, and at home (in the evenings) for one 
and a half hours each day for 10 observations over two and a 
half weeks. The female participants were only observed five 
times for two hours each day at work over two and a half 
weeks. Observations at home were impossible for them. In 
the observation, either note-taking or tape-recording, or 
both were used. From the observations, code-switching 
samples were selected for discussion and written up.
An acculturation questionnaire was developed and 
administered to each of the participants. The purpose of 
this questionnaire was to support the qualitative data from 
the interviews and observations with quantitative data.
The analyses revealed interesting results regarding 
language use, cultural identity, and the relationship 
between language and culture across the five participants.
Discussion of Findings
The discussion of findings will be organized around the 
three research questions of this study. First of all, how 
do the five participants of this study, bilingual second- 
generation children of Turkish immigrants who have re­
migrated back to Turkey, use both languages? The 
participants were brought up bilingual in Germany and know 
both the German and Turkish languages. Their language use 
in Germany was German outside their home, and Turkish at
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home. Because most of their early years of education were 
in German and much of their social life outside the family 
was with German friends, their German was dominant. Their 
Turkish was much less proficient and caused them 
considerable problems when they returned to Turkey. In 
Turkey, they continue to use both Turkish and German, but 
they now believe they have to know fully the Turkish 
language in order to communicate effectively, because not 
being proficient in the Turkish language has caused them 
many problems, such as humiliation, ridicule, 
misunderstanding, and discrimination.
The participants' language choice in any given 
situation depended on a variety of factors which were either 
mentioned in the interviews (IV), or were made clear in the 
observations (OB): the person they were talking to (OB), the 
topic of their conversation (IV and OB), the degree of 
intimacy between the two persons (IV and OB), having the 
same language/cultural background (IV), (in this case, 
German), being proficient in a common language (IV), and as 
an act of hostility or friendship (IV). Three participants 
claimed that code-switching was not conscious behavior, 
whereas the other two participants said it was. Reasons 
given for code-switching included: because participants 
lacked complete facility in one language when talking about 
a particular topic, because they could not find an
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appropriate word or expression they wanted to use, or when 
the language being used did not have the item or appropriate 
translation for the vocabulary needed. For example, some 
notions are just better expressed in one language than 
another. At other times, however, the participants simply 
had not learned or were not equally familiar with terms in 
both languages. Finally, German was not spoken in some 
places where there were people who did not know the 
language, because people would feel irritated and isolate 
them.
Second, how important are both languages in the 
social/cultural identity of these five bilinguals? Speakirig 
another language causes these individuals to feel they are 
different as persons from others. Four participants felt 
different from someone their age who was born in Turkey and 
had never left the country. Participants claimed that they 
themselves have a different personality, lifestyle, and view 
of life because they know two or more languages and have 
experienced aspects of two different cultures. They also 
felt different from Germans .their age. However, one male 
and two females feel themselves in some ways the same as 
their German peers in their sense of democracy, reaction to 
inequality, and tolerance. The participants were also 
afraid they would lose their identity as their German 
language proficiency gradually becomes less important in
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Turkey.
Finally, how do these five bilinguals manage their dual 
cultural/ethnic identities in a monolingual/monocultural 
society, such as Turkey? All of the participants had 
difficulties in adapting to their native country. They felt 
trapped between two cultures, and faced huge social, 
language, and education problems. Nothing was easy for 
them, and in fact, their adaptation procedure is still 
continuing.
When they were asked to tell which country they 
belonged to, the participants hesitated in answering. The 
two females and one male replied that it was very hard to " 
decide which country they belonged to and added that they 
were somewhere in-between. One of the males answered that 
it was not Germany anymore, and that Turkey was now his 
native country. The other participant stated that it was 
not the place that determined his native country, but the 
people he lived with.
From the interview analysis, it appeared that the five 
participants who were born in Germany all considered 
themselves bicultural, and stated that a bilingual person is 
by nature also bicultural.
The results of the ethnic self-identification items on 
the acculturation questionnaire indicate that three 
participants labelled themselves bicultural in terms of
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their lifestyle and values; the other female participant 
labelled herself bicultural in terms of her lifestyle, but 
mostly German in terms of her values. The fifth participant 
did not return his questionnaire. Three participants 
identified themselves as Turkish whereas the other two 
identified themselves as Turkish-German and German-Turkish. 
For one male participant it is somewhat important to marry a 
Turk and not at all important to marry a German, but for the 
rest it is not important at all to marry either a German or 
a Turk.
All participants said they were equally comfortable in 
both cultures and languages except for one participant, who 
is more comfortable in German/Germany than in 
Turkish/Turkey.
The scores of the acculturation questionnaire, showed 
that four participants were more Turkish in terms of their 
social contact, three participants in terms of their 
language use (one participant was the same), and again four 
participants in terms of their behavior. However the four 
participants were either more German in terms of their 
values and attitudes, or there was less difference between 
their Turkish and German orientations towards these two 
dimensions of culture. It is worth noting that the outward 
manifestations of culture, such as, language use, social 
contact, and behavior tend to be Turkish, whereas the inner
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manifestations of culture, such as, attitudes and values 
tend to be German. The two male participants were slightly 
more oriented towards Turkish culture, but there was 
inconsistency across some assessments of biculturalism in 
both (male) participants. Their OGIS were less than 3.00, 
but their OTIS over 3.00, indicating greater orientation 
towards the Turkish culture. One male identified himself as 
Turkish-German and the other male person identified himself 
as Turkish/Other. The two females' OGIS were both above 
3.00 as well as their OTIS, indicating a truly bicultural 
orientation. One identified herself as Turkish, whereas the 
other identified herself as Turkish-German. There was 
consistency across the various assessments of acculturation 
for both female participants, including their OTIS and OGIS 
scores, their OAI, and their responses to the ethnic self- 
identification items. The inconsistency for two of the male 
participants across measures of acculturation suggests some 
ambivalence or uncertainty on their part; their 
ethnic/cultural identity seem less certain than for the 
female participants.
When data from the three different instruments are 
compared, it can be seen that the findings of the study are 
not always consistent for all the participants. The two 
male participants' results were inconsistent across some 
assessments of biculturalism, specifically the results of
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the acculturation questionnaire, ethnic self-identification 
items, as well as the interviews. The two females' results 
were consistent across all assessments of biculturalism; 
however, one female identified herself unequivocally as 
Turkish, but her German values and attitudes were the 
highest of all the participants. It can be said that the 
inner manifestations of culture, attitudes and values, are 
German, but on the outside, she is Turkish.
This pattern may result from the fact that she returned at 
an older age to Turkey than the other participants.
Conclusions
Every year more children of Turkish families living in 
Germany and other foreign countries return to Turkey to go 
to school, but many face huge problems adapting to life in 
their homeland. Most returnees are from Germany. Many were 
born to parents recruited as workers in the 1960s and 1970s, 
but who cannot become German nationals without surrendering 
Turkish citizenship. It seems the children who return at 
the age of 12 are better off than the children who return at 
the age of 16. The older children have more language, 
educational, and adaptation problems.
Three of the five participants in this study returned 
after the age of 15. The two females and one male 
especially had more adaptation problems than the other two 
participants who returned at the age of 12. One male
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participant could not continue his education in Turkey and 
left school to go back to Germany.
Cultures, like languages, come into contact in many 
different ways. Unlike bilingualism, where the two 
languages can be kept separate, biculturalism does not 
usually involve keeping two cultures and two individual 
behaviors separate (Grosjean, 1982). Many people in contact 
with two cultures may at first seek to belong solely to one 
or the other culture, but with time they realize that they 
are most at ease with people who share their bicultural 
experience. The three participants of this study did not 
about the Turkish culture in Germany, although they knew 
that they were from another nation. They knew the German 
culture and religion (celebrations) much more than their 
own. The other two participants knew their culture, but did 
not adjust to it. Now that they are back in Turkey, the 
participants are more comfortable when they are together 
with other Turks from Germany, with whom they can share the 
same experiences and memories.
Biculturalism is a highly complex subject. Although it 
has been studied by relatively few researchers, especially 
when linked to bilingualism, many bilinguals are aware that 
in some sense or the other they are also bicultural. Being 
bicultural has affected their lives in fundamental ways.
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Limitations of the Study-
Even though this study may prove interesting and useful 
for individuals interested in bilingualism and 
biculturalism, especially those interested in second- 
generation re-migrated Turks, it had its limitations.
The observations proved problematic for several 
reasons. First, they should have been as natural as 
possible; however, when the researcher started to record the 
conversations, participants felt uneasy. As a result, they 
said they could not speak in a natural way. In addition, 
the male participants often did not come on the day 
observations were scheduled, so the actual times of 
observations could not be conducted as planned. And, 
because so much time was spent trying to conduct the 
naturalistic observations of the male participants, 
observations of the female participants were delayed.
Then, because of exam week at Gazi University and other 
obligations which interfered with their availability, not as 
many observations could be conducted with the female 
participants. They also proved less willing than the male 
participants to be observed, and did not want any 
observations to take place in their home environments. As a 
result, fewer observations took place with the female 
participants, and only in their work place.
Finally, one participant did not return his
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questionnaire form, perhaps because he is currently serving 
in the military and was unable to do so. As a result, 
triangulation of his data was not fully possible.
Implications of the Study 
Implications for Further Research
This study dealt with the language use and cultural 
identity of second-generation re-migrated Turks currently 
living in Ankara. This is a population that has received 
relatively little attention either in the media in Turkey or 
in research studies. Up until now, it was not known how 
these bilinguals used their languages, how important both 
languages were for their social/cultural identity, and how 
they managed their dual cultural/ethnic identities in 
Turkey.
The results of this study will be of benefit to 
second-generation bilingual/bicultural Turks who have re­
migrated to Turkey, and to interested professionals in the 
field of bilingualism and biculturalism. The data obtained 
from this study may lead other researchers to repeat this 
study with a larger sample size of both females and males 
and collect data over a longer period of time. Findings 
from other, similar studies will be able to confirm, as well 
as go beyond the findings obtained in this study regarding 
the bilingualism and biculturalism of second-generation re­
migrated Turks.
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Socio-Educational Implications
As many Turks return to Turkey for the education of 
their children, some facilities should be provided for these 
second-generation Turks in order to make them feel 
comfortable in their own homeland and to help them adapt 
more easily to the educational system in Turkey and the 
different socio-cultural environment. Being caught between 
two cultures is very hard for them, especially without any 
help in adapting to the new system. Counselling services 
should be made available for all returning children, but 
especially for the older youth who return after the age of 
16. In addition, teachers should be made aware of how their 
negative attitudes towards second-generation re-migrated 
Turks can seriously damage the self-esteem and adjustment 
experience of these children. Pupils from abroad complain 
that teaching in Turkey involves no explanation, in addition 
to being discriminated against in class. The way discipline 
is enforced by corporal punishment is also very hard for 
them to accept (Erdem, 1993) . Special classes, or schools, 
should be set up, not only staffed by more sensitive and 
understanding teachers (perhaps second-generation re­
migrated Turks themselves), but using different pedagogical 
techniques. Also the media in Turkey should be provided 
with information about re-migrated Turks and their 
adaptation problems in the homeland. Through greater
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publicity and discussion of these issues, people will become 
more conscious of these returning citizens of Turkey and may 
begin to treat them as their brothers and sisters. In 
addition there is a need for social and recreational 
facilities for re-migrated Turks, so they can come together, 
meet each other, and validate their bicultural identities.
Finally, many returnees study German to become 
teachers, because it is an area in which they can excel. 
However, the German language is losing ground in Turkey as 
English takes over. Returnees not only need assistance in 
getting oriented to the educational system in Turkey, they 
also need career counselling as well, which will help them 
discover other professions besides teaching German as a 
foreign language.
Much work needs to be done by experts ip the social 
services and education to assist returning second-generation 
Turks adapt to their (new) homeland; otherwise, they may 
become lost and increasingly marginalized in Turkish 
society, with all the negative
psychological and social implications that marginalization 
often entails.
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Appendix A
Consent Form
I agree to participate in a research study of 
education. I am aware that there is no risk involved in my 
participation. I understand that I may withdraw from the 
study at any time. I will take part in an anonymous case 
study. It has also been made clear by the researcher that 
my name will not be used in the reports.
Name : ........................................
Signature : ........................................
Date : ........................................
If there are any questions about the study, you may
contact either the researcher:
Elmas Açıkgöz 
MA TEFL Program 
Bilkent University
or the study advisor:
Susan Bosher 
MA TEFL Program 
Bilkent University
Appendix B 
Interview Questions
1. How long did you live in Germany?
2. Were you brought up bilingual or trilingual?
3. Describe your language background and history.
a) schooling
b) home environment
c) peer group
4. What languages do you speak?
5. What language(s) do you speak to- a) your family?
b) friends?
c) co-workers?
d) students?
6. How do you use your respective languages?
7. What is it that determines what language you speak in 
at any given time, or makes you change from one language 
to the other?
8. Have these reasons always been the basis for your
a) choice of language in different situations?
b) change from one language to another in any given 
situation?
9. Do you have any particular reasons (positive as well as 
negative) for using or not using one or another language 
in a particular situation?
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10. When you are speaking in a European language (that is, 
German or English) with someone in Turkey, and someone 
else who does not speak that language comes into the 
room, what do you do? Do you change the language you 
are communicating in?
a) why?
b) is that a conscious decision, or does it happen 
automatically?
c) When someone wants to join your conversation, who 
does not speak German or English, what happens?
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11. Are the languages you speak equally useful in your 
daily life?
If not, which language is most useful for you in each 
of these contexts:
a) in your family
b) community
c) work
d) study
e) travel
f) leisure
12. What are your attitudes towards each of the two or more 
languages you speak?
13. Do you feel differently as a person when you speak 
German, Turkish or any other language? If so, in what 
ways?
14. What country do you feel is your native country?
15. How did you feel when you first came back to Turkey?
16. Were you able to adapt easily to this country (customs, 
religion etc.)?
a) what was easy for you?
b) what was difficult for you?
c) why?
17. Do you feel different from someone your age who was 
born in Turkey and has never left the country?
a) if so, in what ways?
b) how do you feel the same?
c) do you feel different from Germans your age?
d) if so, in what ways?
e) how do you feel the same?
is. How do you identify yourself ethnically?
a) Turkish?
b) German?
c) Turkish-German?
d) German-Turkish?
e) Other?
19. Do you consider yourself bicultural?
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20. Are you equally comfortable in both cultures? 
languages? Why or why not?
21. For you, what is the relationship in your life between 
being bicultural and being bilingual? That is, in order 
to be bicultural, do you feel it is necessary to be 
bilingual and/or in developing fluency in a second 
language, do you feel it is inevitable that an 
individual adopts the culture of that second 
language?
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Appendix C
Sample Transcription of Interview with Ahmet Deniz 
16. Were you able to adapt easily to this country?
No, I'm like....First I felt more, am I wrong, or are
they wrong? But I tried to adapt myself, I mean I never 
tried to let's say get out of a group and watch things go, I 
just wanna to be in it. I wanted to be a part of it, so I 
might have changed a lot of attitudes but now I see 
sometimes that it was unnecessary, cause well I find that 
people don't care that much, whether you do it or not. You 
just grow and you have your own world, I mean. Who cares, 
who gives whatever you do or not. But you have done it.
Now maybe I feel like I shouldn't have done it or the things 
I've done were childish, maybe, but now it's better to have 
done it maybe, cause you know that you have overcome things 
and now you have a better, stronger, a more stable 
personality, cause you've tried a lot of things and you have 
come to a point and you know now how to act, when, why, with 
whom and so on. Easy was the food. Difficult was school 
and difficult were friends. You were considered as an alien 
and everything you did was being watched, observed by the 
teachers. Nothing is normally easy, because if you have a 
different personality and people extraordinarily expect from 
you something, expect something special so it's not easy, 
but you convert it into easy, when you think that these
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things are normal and you adapt it to your lifestyle so you 
make it easier. It's like everything. By trying to 
understand others, you might lose a lot but you gain a lot. 
The less I have, the more I gain.
17. Do you consider yourself bicultural?
Yeah, bi, tri, any culture. I can say, we're living on 
a world where there's no one culture, you know, you can not 
separate the culture at the end. You can and you can not, 
cause you've got the most effective thing I think is music. 
People tell a lot by music so I listen to different kinds of 
music and when you listen to these, when you watch a lot of 
movies, read a lot from different sources, you feel like 
multicultural in a way. You do not learn from books about 
culture, you might adapt different ideas on you and so on 
while you adapt you also automatically live that way if you 
have adapted it, not just put it in your brain. The more 
languages you know automatically you meet a lot of people, 
different people and these people make you meet other people 
too.
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Appendix D
ACCULTURATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Directions: Please read the following questions. Circle
the number of your answer. Your answers will remain 
confidential.
What is your gender?
1. male
2. female
How old were you when you went to Germany?
1 . 
2 .
3 .
4 . 
5. 
6 . 
7 .
0-3 years old.
4-7 years old.
8-11 years old.
12-16 years old.
17-18 years old.
19-20 years old.
More than 20 years old.
3. How many years did you live in Germany?
1. Less than 1 year.
2. 1-2 years.
3. 3-4 years.
4. 5-6 years.
5. 7-9 years.
6. 10-12 years.
7. More than 12 years.
How old were you when you returned to Turkey?
1. 0-4 years old.
2. 5-6 years old.
3. 7-9 years old.
4. 10-12 years old.
5. 13-15 years old.
6. 16-18 years old.
7. More than 18 years old.
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5 . How many years have you been
1. Less than 1 year.
2 . 1-2 years.
3 . 3-4 years.
4 . 5-6 years.
5 . 7-9 years.
6 . 10-12 years.
7. More than 12 years.
How old are you now?
1. Less than 18 years old
2 . 18-19 years old.
3 . 20-21 years old.
4 . 22-23 years old.
5 . 24-25 years old.
6 . 26-27 years old.
7 . More than 27 years old.
How many years did you attendmoving to Germany?
1. None.
2 . 1-2 years.
3 . 3-6 years.
4 . 7-8 years.
5 . 9-10 years.
6 . 11-12 years.
7. More than 12 years.
How many years did you attend school (Grundschule, 
Hauptschule, Realschule, Gymnasium, University) in 
Germany?
1. None.
2. 1-2 years.
3. 3-6 years.
4. 7-8 years.
5. 9-10 years.
6. 11-12 years.
7. More than 12 years.
9.
10
How many years have you attended school/universi 
returning to Turkey?
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ty since
1. None.
2. 1-2 years.
3. 3-6 years.
4. 7-8 years.
5. 9-10 years.
6. 11-12 years.
7. More than 12 years.
How many years of schooling did your father complete in
Turkey?
1. None.
2 . 1-2 years.
3 . 3-6 years.
4 . 7-8 years.
5 . 9-10 years.
6 . 11-12 years.
7 . More than 12
11. How many years of schooling did your mother complete in
Turkey?
1. None.
2 . 1-2 years
3 . 3-6 years?
4 . 7-8 years.
5 . 9-10 years.
6 . 11-12 years.
7 . More than 12
Part B : Please read the following questions. Choose the 
answer which is closest to the way you act or feel right 
now. There are no right or wrong answers. Please do not 
discuss this questionnaire with others. I am interested in your own individual responses.
Note: The term "German" is used to refer to persons born inGermany, of German ancestry.
12. How much do you speak German in your home?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
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13. How much do you speak Turkish in your home?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
14. How much do you speak German with your friends?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
15. How much do you speak Turkish with your friends?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
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16. How much do you speak German in the classroom at 
school/university?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
17. How much do you speak Turkish in the classroom at 
school/university?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Almost always.
PLEASE RESPOND TO QUESTIONS #18 AND #19 BASED ON YOUR MOST 
RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE.
18. How much do/did you
1. Not at all.
2 . A little.
3 . Sometimes.
4 . Frequently.
5 . Almost always.
19. How much do/did you
1. Not at all.
2 . A little.
3 . Sometimes.
4 . Frequently.
5 . Almost always.
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20. How many of your close friends are German?
1. Have no close friends who are German.
2. Have a very few German friends whom I see a fewtimes a year.
3. Have several close German friends.
4. Have many close German friends whom I see
regularly for social events.
5. Almost all of my friends are German.
21. How many of your close friends are Turkish?
1. Have no close friends who are Turkish.
2. Have a very few Turkish friends whom I see a few times
a year.3. Have several close Turkish friends.
4. Have many close Turkish friends whom I see regularly
for social events.
5. Almost all of my friends are Turkish.
PLEASE RESPOND TO QUESTIONS #22,23 BASED ON YOUR MOST RECENT 
WORK EXPERIENCE.
22. How many of your co-workers (people you work with) are
German?
1. None are German.
2. A few are German.
3. Half are German.
4. Most are German.
5. Almost all are German.
23. How many of your co-workers (people you work with) are
Turkish?
1. None are Turkish.
2. A few are Turkish.
3. Half are Turkish.
4. Most are Turkish.
5. Almost all are Turkish.
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24
1
2
3 ,
4 .
5 ,
How many of the supervisors in your current or most 
recent job are German?
None are German.
A few are German.
Half are German.
Most are German.
Almost all are German.
25
1 . 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
How many of the supervisors in your current or most recent job are Turkish?
None are Turkish.
A few are Turkish.
Half are Turkish.
Most are Turkish.
Almost all are Turkish.
26. How many of the families in the neighbourhood or 
apartment building where you live are German?
1. None are German.
2. A few are German.
3. Half are German.
4. Most are German.
5. Almost all are German.
27
1 . 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
How many of the families in the neighbourhood or 
apartment building where you live are Turkish?
None are Turkish.
A few are Turkish.
Half are Turkish.
Most are Turkish.
Almost all are Turkish.
28. Do you usually cook and eat German food in your home?
1. Not at all; do not eat German food.
2. Sometimes; for special occasions (times).
3. Eat German food about half the time; for breakfast and
lunch but not usually for dinner.
4. Usually eat German food except for special occasions
(times) or parties.
5. Eat German food for almost every meal and for most
special occasions (times).
29. Do you usually cook and eat Turkish food in your home?
1. Not at all; do not eat Turkish food.
2. Sometimes; for special occasions (times).
3. Eat Turkish food about half the time, usually for
dinner.
4. Usually eat Turkish food except for German holidays or
special occasions (times).
5. Eat Turkish food for almost every meal and for most
special occasions (times).
30. Do you take part in social and recreational (for fun)
activiiities with Germans during your free time, such 
as field-hockey, Fussball, Partys, Ausflüge,
Tanzkurse, etc.?
1. Do not take part in activities with Germans.
2. Take part in a few activities with Germans like special
events.3. Take part in some activities with Germans on a regular
basis.4. Take part in many activities with Germans.
5. Take part in all types of activities with Germans.
31. Do you take part in social and recreational (for fun)
activities with Turks. such as playing football, 
volleyball, Turkish student clubs, Turkish wedding- 
parties, afternoon teas, backgammon parties, picnics, 
kebab parties etc.?
1. Do not take part in activities with Turks.
2. Take part in a few activities with Turks like special
events.
3. Take part in some activities with Turks on a regular
basis.
4. Take part in many activities with Turks.
5. Take part in all types of activities with Turks.
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32. How much do you listen·to German music?
1. Not at all.
2. A little; only with German friends.
3. Sometimes, but do not usually buy records or tapes
4. Frequently listen to German music.
5. Listen to and buy German music most of the time.
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33. How much do you listen to Turkish music?
1. Not at all.
2. A little; only with Turkish friends.
3. Sometimes, but do not usually buy records or tapes.
4. Frequently listen to Turkish music.
5. Listen to and buy Turkish music most of the time.
34. How much do you watch German shows (T.V., videos, 
movies)?
1. Not at all.2. A little; only with German friends.
3. Sometimes on T.V., but usually do not go to German
movies or rent German videos.
4. Frequently watch German movies and videos.
5. Watch German movies and videos most of the time.
35. How much do you watch Turkish shows (T.V., videos)?
1. 
2 . 
3 .
5 .
Not at all.
A little, only with Turkish friends.
Sometimes on T.V., but usually do not rent Turkish 
videos.
Frequently watch Turkish shows on T.V. and rent Turkish 
videos.
Watch Turkish shows and videos most of the time.
36. How much do you take part in German cultural 
activities, such as Konzerte, films/videos, 
Vortrage, Ausstellungen, Theater, and Seminare?
1. Not at all.2. Once or twice a year, usually when invited by German
friends.
3. Occasionally, with both German and Turkish friends.
4. Regularly; make an effort to find out about German
cultural events.
5. Often; will go alone or will invite friends or help
organize (plan) events.
37. How much do you take part in Turkish cultural
activities, such as Ramazan and Sacrifice 
celebrations, cultural shows, victory day, republic 
day, youth and sports day, 23 april-children's day, 
handwork and family gatherings for special events, 
such as weddings, funeral ceremonies?
1. Not at all.
2. Once or twice a year, usually when invited by relatives
or friends.
3. Occasionally.4. Regularly; make an effort to find out about Turkish
cultural events.
5. Often; will go alone or will invite friends or help
organize (plan) events.
38. How much do you take part in religious activities which
are mostly German, for example, attend Christian 
church, (Gottesdienst), Ostern, Weihnachten,
Pfingsten, Silvester celebrations.
1. Not at all.
2. Once or twice a year, usually with German friends for
special events.
3. Occasionally, with both Germans and Turks.
4. Regularly, more than twice a month with friends or
family.
5. Often; will go alone or will invite friends or help
organize (plan) events.
39. How much do you take part in religious activities which
are mostly Turkish, for example, attend the mosque
regularly and fulfill obligations of
Islam, celebrations, and religious meetings?
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1. Not at all.2. Once or twice a year, usually with Turkish friends or
relatives for special events.
3. Occasionally, with friends or family.
4. Regularly, more than twice a month with friends or
family.
5. Often; will go alone or will invite friends or help
organize (plan) events.
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40. How would you identify yourself ethnically?
1. Turkish
2. Turkish-German
3. German-Turkish
4. German
5. Other: ______
41. How often do you identify yourself as Turkish?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Always.
42. How often do you identify yourself as German?
1. Not at all.
2. A little.
3. Sometimes.
4. Frequently.
5. Always.
43. How much pride (good feelings) do you have in being
Turkish?--------
1. None.
2. A little.
3. Somewhat.
4. Much.
5 . Very much.
44. How much pride (good feelings) do you have or would you
have in being a German?
1. None.
2. A little.
3. Somewhat.
4. Much.
5. Very much.
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45. How would you describe yourself in terms of your
lifestyle (how you live, for example, food, customs, 
etc.)?
1. Very Turkish.
2. Mostly Turkish.
3. Bicultural.
4. Mostly German.
5. Very German.
46. How would you describe yourself in terms of your
values (what you believe in and think is important)?
1. Very Turkish.
2. Mostly Turkish.
3. Bicultural.
4. Mostly German.
5. Very German.
47. How important is it to you that you marry a Turk?
1. Not at all important.
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
48. How important is it to you that you marry a German?
1. Not at all important.
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
49. How important is it t6 you to know how to speak German
well?
1. Not at all important
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
50. How important is it to you to know how to speak Turkish well?
1. Not at all important.
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
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51. How important is it to you to know how to read and 
write German well?
1. Not at all important.
2. A little important.
3. Somewhat important.
4. Very important.
5. Extremely important.
52. How important is it to you to know how to read and 
write Turkish well?
1. 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
53
1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
54 .
1 . 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
Not at all important.
A little important.
Somewhat important.
Very important.
Extremely important.
How important is it to you to take part in German 
culture (for example, eat German food, listen to 
German music, have German friends, etc.)?
Not at all important.
A little important.
Somewhat important.
Very important.
Extremely important.
How important is it tq you to maintain your Turkish 
culture (for example, eat Turkish food, listen to 
Turkish music, have Turkish friends, etc.)?
Not at all important.
A little important.
Somewhat important.
Very important.
Extremely important.
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Part C: Read the following statements and decide how you 
feel about each one. Choose the number which tells how much 
you agree or disagree. There are no right or wrong answers.
Scale of Responses: 1 strong disagreement
2 some disagreement
3 a little disagreement
4 a little agreement
5 some agreement
6 strong agreement
55. Young adults should live with 
their parents or their elders until 
they get married.
56. Young adults should ask their 
parents or elders for help before 
making important decisions.
57. Young adults should take care 
of their elderly parents or their 
elders.
58. It is important to respect 
the elderly.
59. Family needs come before 
personal needs.
60. It is important to have many 
relatives and have close relations 
with them.
61. It is important to get a good 
education and work hard for the 
future, but it is also important 
to enjoy life.
62. It is important to be able to 
borrow possessions from others, 
including neighbours, friends,
and family.
63. It is important to invite 
your neighbours to parties.
64. Hospitality is very important.
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Scale of Responses 1 strong disagreement
2 some disagreement
3 a little disagreement
4 a little agreement
5 some agreement
6 strong agreement
65. It is important to show 
your emotions (feelings) in your 
relations with others.
66. It is important to be generous 
with material possessions and not 
be so concerned with waste.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
67. Young adults should live 
independently from their parents 
or elders after the age of 18.
68. Young adults should 
make important decisions 
without asking their parents 
or elders for help.
69. Young adults are not 
responsible for taking care 
of their elderly parents or 
elders.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
70. People should be respected 
for what they have accomplished 
in life, not just because they 
are old.
1 2 3 4 5 6
71. Personal needs come 
before the needs of the family.
72. Close relations with friends 
are more important than close 
relations with relatives. ·
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
73. The tradition of hard work, 
discipline, self-sacrifice, and 
education is important.
74. It is important not to 
borrow possessions from others.
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Scale of Responses: 1 strong disagreement
2 some disagreement
3 a little disagreement
4 a little agreement
5 some agreement
6 strong agreement
75. It is important to inform 
your neighbours about parties 
or noise which will take place 
during the night.
76. It is important to invite 
only people whom you know very 
well to your home.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
77. It is important that well- 
mannered people do not raise 
their voices.
1 2 3 4 5 6
78. Waste of material possessions 
is a sin.
1 2 3 4 5 6
